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ABSTRACT
The care of older parents has become increasingly problematic for families in
contemporary society. Given the current and predicted trends of population aging and
increased longevity, it is likely that more pressure will be placed on adult children to
assume responsibility for parent care. To date, most research addressing the care of older
parents has ernphasized the role of adult daughter caregivers. However, it has been
predicted that the increased participation of women in the labor force will cause a
decrease in the nurnber of women willing or available to provide care for older parents. In
light of these predicted changes, research on the role of adult sons in parental care
becomes vital. The purpose of this study was to examine how and why adult son
caregivers met their parents' physical, cognitive, and emotional needs. In-depth
interviews were conducted with 25 self-selected adult sons involved in their parents'

care. Using the constant comparative method of analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967), the
following themes were identified: sons' realizations of parents' need for a r e ; patterns of
care; attitudes of filial responsibility and participation in caregiving and, issues
pertaining to sons' involvement in intimate care. No one conceptual fiamework served to
adequately explain the caregiving activities of these adult sons. Rather, suggestions were
made for fiiture research to incorporaîe theoretical perspectives that can adequately
address multiple levels of analyses. This sîudy gave voice to a select sample of adult sons
involved in parental caregiving. It provides direction for fimire research exploring the
dynamics of adult sons' caregiving experiences and offers practical suggestions for
interfacing with the formal care system.
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C W T E R ONE
Introduction
Adult children involved in caring for older parents are experiencing two

signincant changes which are increasing the demands placed on them. First, the
population is aging and longevity is increasing. Projections based on 1991 Canadian
census data estimate that the proportion of people 65 and over is expected to double f?om
12% in 1993 to 25% by the year 2026 (Oderkirk, 1996). Moreover, Statistics Canada
(1998) reports that in 1995 the rate of physical or mental disability was 47% for women

65 and over and 44% for men 65 and over. As the life expectancies of Canadians

increase, so does the presence of multiple disabilities. As a cesult, in cornparison to
previous generations, more Canadian children will probably be faced with having to care
for their increasingly nail and vulnerable parents for longer periods of tirne.
Second, in addition to there being fewer available adult children caregivers
because of lower fertility rates (Oderkirk 1996) resulting in the "shrinking of families",
changes are being seen within the family structure that may cause a decline in the number
of adult daughters willing or available to provide care for their older parents. These

changes include increases in rates of divorce and rernarriage, more fernales entering the
labour force, and a predicted decrease in the number of women who are as automatically
willing as their predecessors to take on caregiving responsibilities (Harris,

1998;

Guberman et al., 1992). In other words, as gender roles broaden, women may be less
willing to engage in what is seen as traditional "women's work."
With more f d l i e s facing the prospect of having older parents needing help, a

predicted decline in the availability andlor willingness of adult daughter caregivers, and

government policies that shift more of the responsibility of older adult care into the
cornmunity, the question of who will provide for the needs of otder parents is of
increasing importance. However, irrespective of these îrends, many published reports tell

us that daughtersldaughters-in-laware still providing the majority of care for their older
parentdparents-in-law as well as contending with other responsibilities such as child care
and employment (e.g-, Chappell, 1992; Crawford et al., 1994). Because of the
predominance of daughten and daughters-in-law as caregivers, most research addressing
the question of who cares for the needs of older parents has, to date, emphasized the role

of women caregivers. As a result, what we know about parent Gare largely translates into
what we know about daughter and daughter-in-law caregivers.

Much less attention has been paid to sons actively involved in older parent care
and little is known about their unique ne&, experiences, and contributions. There is
evidence that more men are becoming involved in the care of older relatives. Researchers
fiom the 1996 Canadian General Social Survey on social and comrnunity support
conctuded that while much caregiving for older ad*

is still done by women, many men

also provide help to otder adults with long-terrn health problems (Cranswick, 1997). As

the trend toward an older population and changes within the farnily structure continue,
adult sons may have to take a more active role in assisting their parents. If adult children
caregivers step into caring by some mix of choice and pressure or because of the absence
of alternatives, parent care responsibilities may develop differently for adult sons than for
addt daughters. Given the anticipated increase in the demands placed on family
caregiven of older parents in the fuhire,it is criticai to closely examine the role of sons in
providing care to older parents. While the predicted increases in sons' involvement in

parent care are unlikely to offset the demands being placed on daughters, an enhanced
understanding of the personal context of these men's caregiving relationships ments
investigation in its own right.
Although the issue of how and why adult sons take on caregiving roles for their
older parents is beginning to be examined in the caregiving literature (e.g., Harris, 1998;
Matthews and Heidorn, 1998), the research in this area still remains sparse and is more
narrowly directed than the research on duit daughter caregivers. Most studies examining
adult children's involvement in care being provided to older parents have concentrated on
the tasks performed by sons as compared to daughters (eg, Bond et al., 1990; Matthews,
1995; Mui, 1995). This kind of research has illustrated the differences between sons and
daughters as caregiven, but it has not provided a complete understanding of how and
why these tasks are performed by these adult sons. Research that goes beyond task

differences performed by addt children is needed to effect a better understanding of what
adult sons are experïencing when they are involved in the care of their parents. Moreover,
research of this type is scant and, to date, cornes mainiy fiom the United States (e.g.,
Hams, 1998; Kaye & Applegate, 1WOa, 1990b, 1994, 1995; Kivett, 1988; Matthews and
Heidoni, 1998). Finally, most research investigating the active participation of adult son
caregivers is large-scale and quantitative and places little emphasis on qualitative indepth analyses of how these sons describe their experiences of k i n g involved in the care
of their older parents.
Study purpose and research questions
Certainly, more exploration of the expenences and roles of adult son caregivers is

indicated. Given the dearth of infornation and, in particular, Canadian information about

the involvement of addt son cacegivers, the purpose of this small-scale qualitative study
is to investigate the active participation of adult son caregivers providing for the physical,
cognitive, and emotional needs of their parents. This qualitative research goes beyond the
description of tasks performed and begins to examine the experientiai side of adult sons
providing care for their parents. By design, the research reported here attempts to make
adult sons' perceptions of their involvernent in the care of their parents visible. More
specifically, this study examines the caregiving behaviours of adult sons and explores
adult sons' attitudes toward their caregiving. in order to obtain a more comprehensive
understanding of adult sons in caregiving roles, the following research questions were
devised to guide the study:
1. What do adult son caregivers do for their parents who have physical, mental

and/or emotional nee& (i.e., what are the tasks or seMces provided to their older
parents)?
2.What is the nature of these caregiving behaviours? For exarnple, how frequently
do they engage in the specific social support tasks k i n g provided, how much time is
spent on these tasks, and under what circurnstances are they perfonned?
3. Why do adult sons do what they do when participating in parent care? ui other

words, what attitudes of filial responsibility do adult sons have regarding their caregiving?
4. If more than one caregiving task is being pedormed, do the caregivers'

attitudes of filial responsibility differ according to the nature of the task?
The present study sought to answer these four research questions about adult son
caregivers and provided sons the oppominiîy to explain their caregiving experiences in
their own words. This study was about broadening the understanding of, and providing

perspectives on, adult son caregivers. in addition, it is anticipateci that it would M e r the
qualitative research on parent care by including adult sons.

The thesis has been organized into the following chapters. Chapter Two, a review
of the literature, eexamines how the caregiving participation of adult children has been
investigated, what is known about addt son caregivers, the limitations of the existing
literature, and an explanation of, and rationale for, the specific conceptual frameworks
used in the study. Chapter Three describes the methodology employed and measures
used, how the data were collected, the strategy for data analysis, and the charactenstics of

the respondents and parents. In Chapter Four, fuidings are presented as to processes of
caregiving, what types of assistance these adult sons provide for their older parents, the
nature of these caregiving behaviours, how they Mew the level of care othen (i-e.,
siblings, family relatives, fiiends, professionai care worken and agencies) provide for
their older parents, and under what circumstances care is provided. Chapter Five reports
why these adult sons do what they do when pdcipating in parent care and the effect of

the nature of caregiving tasks on the attitudes of adult son caregivers. Chapter Six
concludes the thesis with a bnef summary of al1 the hdings, a discussion of the
theoretical significance of the findings, the practical implications of adult sons' active
participation in parent care, the limitations of the study, and directions for fkture research.

CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
A review of literature on addt children's involvement in carïng for older parents

indicates that the research in this area is comprised mostly of large-scale quantitative
projects. More specifically, over the Iast two decades, the study of older parent Gare has

focused mainly on the description and measurement of the caregiving tasks performed by
adult children- Abel (1990a) reported that most of these studies of informal care for older
parents were based on structured interviews, which were analyzed statisticdly, and that
they focused on two issues that lend thernselves to quantification: the tasks adult children

perform and the stress they experience. Abel (1990a) concluded that this focus on tasks
restricted researchers' understanding of the experiences of adult children caregivers.
Furthemore, Miller (1989) suggested that more complex paradigms were needed to
understand fully the comrnitment of adult children providing care for their parents in
need
Within the 1 s t decade, there have been some smdler-scale qualitative studies that

have andyzed the caregiving experiences of adult children Specifically, atternpts have
been made to improve the understanding of why addt daughter caregivers do what they
do for their older parents and what attitudes they have toward providing this care (e.g.,
Aronson, 1990, 1992% 19926; Guberman et al., 1992; Matthews, 1987; McGrew, 1991;
Walker at al., 1990a). However, to date, very few studies (e.g., Harris, 1998; Hamis and
Bichler, 1997; Matthews and Heidom, 1998) of family caregiving for older parents have
attempted to study the caregiving experiences of addt sons and to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of their caregiving attitudes and behaviours.

Defining attitudes toward earegiving

Although related and sometimes synonymous terms are used to define attitudes
toward parent care (e-g., familial obligations, filial noms, filial obligations, filial piety,
intergeneraîional responsibility, intergenerational role expectations, moral beliefs, moral
demands, moral imperatives, mord obligations, motivations, and perceptions), the terni
filial responsibility is most often associated with the attitudinal aspects tbat explain active

participation in parent care. A number of researchers have attempted to explore the
concept of filial responsibility. For example, Marshall et al. (1987:405) conceptualized
filial responsibility as "[a]n attitude of personal responsibility toward the maintenance of

parental well-being." According to these authors, filial responsibility refers to the
obligation felt by aduit children to meet their parents' needs. Similarly, Blieszner and

Hamon (1992), borrowing fiom Schorr (1960, 1980), defined filial responsibility as a
sense of personal obligation to assist with the maintenance of the well-being of aging
parents. Blieszner and Hamon (1992) argued that filial responsibility includes a
preventive dimension that promotes self-suficiency and independence among older
parents. According to Selig et al. (1991)' it is presumed that feelings of filial
responsibility affect an adult child's decision to take care of an aged parent This
presumption seems to be supported by Hamon and Bliesner's study (1990) that
reconfinned the strength of filial responsibility noms in contemporary Arnerican society.
Hamon and BLiesmer (1990) found that both parents and addt children recognized

certain filial responsibilities that should be fulnlled by adult offspring.

It is evident that attitudes of filial responsibility onginate fiom a number of
different sources. Moreover, throughout the caregiving literature, it is s h o w that these

sources can have many mering effects on how families view parent are.
Sources of attitudes of fdial responsibility

Family members' attitudes of filial responsibility can evolve nom four major types

of sources. These include: legal mandates, feelings of affection and obligation,
socialization, and gender roles.
-al

mandates. In his comprehensive review of issues related to filial

responsibility, Schorr (1980) ernphasized both the recency of filial responsibility laws and
the historical absence of a moral b a i s for these laws. In Canada and in the United States,

a11 provinces and states have some Iegislation imposing financial Iiability on adult
children who do not fulfil their "moral" duty to their parents (Boll, 1996). "Moral" duty
used in this contea is equated with fioancial support According to Snell (1990), for the

past seventy years, provincial statutes in Canada have adopted the principle of filial
respoosibility for indigent parents as an asential element in governrnent policy regarding

older aduits.
In Manitoba, The Parents' Maintenance Act reads as follows @.S.M-, 1987,

c.P 1O):
LiabiIity of child
1. A son or daughter is liable for the support of his or her dependent
parents if it appears that the son or daughter has suffcient means to
provide for the parent and to the extent that it so appears, having regard to
the whole circumstances of the case.

Whenpurent deemed dependent

2. A parent who, by reason of age, disease or infhnity, is unable to
maintain bimself or herselfwithout assistance shdl be deemed to be
dependent.

Surnom and order offamily

C O W ~judge

3. A dependent parent, or any other person on his or her behalc may
summon a son or daughter of the parent before a judge of the Provincial
Court (Family Division) or of The Family Division of the Court of
Queen's Bench, who, upon proof of s e ~ c of
e the summom, and whether
or not the son or daughter appears, and upon suficient evidence king
adduced that the parent is dependent and that the son or daughter has
suficient means to provide for the parent, may, having regard to the whob
circumstances of the case, order that the son or daughter pay for the
support of the parent to the person mentioned in the order, a weekly sum
of money not exceeding $20, with or without costs.

While legislation regarding parent care is fairly straightforward in describing the

financial Iiability of an addt child, this Parents' Maintenance Act offers no clear message
about how the physical and emotional needs of a parent should be met. Moreover, in
Manitoba, there is no reporteci case in which this Act has been used to try to force adult
children to provide financial support for their parents. In fa@ throughout Canada and the
United States, rarely is there any evidence of parents taking their children to court for
financial support In Canada, Snell (1990) found only 37 instances of cases brought
forward to the courts in Carleton County over a 41 year period, and only 10 cases in
Ontario County over a 30 year period. These findings, according to Snell (1990), suggest
that, despite the widespread adoption and long-tenn maintenance of filial responsibility

laws in al1 Canadian jurisdictions, these laws have played a smkingly minor role in the
lives of older parents. Snell (1990:2 12) argued:

Given the well established existence of familial support generally, the
most likely explanation of much of this low incidence is that older

dependent Canadiam received support fiom their children and extended
kin voluntarily and without resort to the coercive pressure of the law.
Wolfson et al. (1993) suggested that, in the United States, governrnents have failed to
publicize and enforce filial raponsibility laws. These authors conclude that these laws
rely instead on social seMce mechanisms to provide at least some support when farnilies

cannot or wiU not do so.
In Canada, the basic financial needs of most older adults are met partially through
the Old Age Security plan and, where eligible, the Guafanteed Income Supplement,

which are funded by the federal government (Oderkirk, 1996). Medical care is also
available to al1 Canadians. The near-miversal availability of these resources, as well as
the possibility of adult children helping their parents fioancially, may partially explain
why there are vety few court cases in Canada. Snell (1990) suggested that these laws may
be an inefficient means of producing substantial support for dependent older adults,

however, they do articulate a continuing belief in the centrality of the farnily as a vital
element in the lives of older adults. These Iaws, however, do not account for the high
degree of involvement of children as caregivers for their parents. Therefore, it is thought
that in day-to-day life the responsibility for parent care and the way in which this care is
provided seems to spring not from laws, but rather fiom a sense of self-imposed
responsibility about which Little is known (Daniels, 1988; Montgomery, 1992; Wolfson et
al., 1993).
Affection and obligation. In the absence of legal or econornic imperatives, the
persistence of filial responsibility has often led researchers to focus on affection and
obligation as primary sources of parent-care responsibilities. Studies have noted the
relationship between affection, attachrnent and the felt obligation to provide care for

older parents (e-g-,CicireIli, 1983; Horowitz, 198%; Silverstein et al., 1995) as well as
the importance of attitudes of responsibility as correlates of contact with, and assistance
to, parents (e.g., Hamon and Bliesimer, 1990). Kaye and Applegate (1990a), examullng
men as caregivers (primarily husbands and sons), revealed that emotional and
relationship factors were of central importance to these men's experiences. They found
that respondent after respondent spoke of their abidhg cornmitment to, and concem for,
the care recipient, whether it be a spouse, mother, or father. Even though Kaye and
Applegate (1990a) found that caregiving involvement was extrernely demanding for
many of the men in tbeir sample, a long-standing sense of deep affection and intimacy

was identified

Selig et al. (1991) identified three major philosophical views that could form the
basis for providing care to a parent. These views include: first, the Judeo-Christian ethical
tradition which commands lifelong parental reverence; second, the idea that parents are
owed a debt of gratitude for the care they have provided to their children; and third, the
view that care for parents is an expression of firiendship and love. There is evidence that
caregiving is govemed by motives that encompass both affection and obligation (Walker

et al., 1989, 1990% 1990b) and influence how care is given. For example, certain studies
highlighted the persisteme and durability of emotiooal bonds between parents and their
children despite the barrier of geographic distance (Aldous et al., 1985; Moss et al., 1985;
Schoonover at al., 1988). As well, Lee et al. (1993) have argued that the strength and
nature of kinship bonds may be more important than simple gender roles in the
determination of who cares for whom.

However, this f'rnding, which implies an overtly positive relationship between
parent and child, does not always coincide with the nature of family caregiving. Some
research has questioned the importance of affecton as the primary force underlying filial
responsibility andlor the performance of caregiving tasks (e-g-,Abel, 1990a, 1990b;
Finley et al., 1988; Jarrett, 1985). Repeatedly, it has been shown that there c m be
emotional closeness between parent and child without contact or aid given For example,
Finley et al. (1988) found high levels of filial responsibility shown by a sarnple of males
were negatively correlated with levels of involvement in parent care. At the sarne time, it

has k e n found that children who do not feel a great amount of Section for their parents
are still able and willing to provide needed assistance (Walker et al., 1989, 1990a,
1990b). According to Jarreîî (1985), many potential caregivers assume that affection is a

necessary condition for caregiving. Jarrett (1 985) concluded that research mually
confirms an attitude of positive concem for older relatives that does not necessarily
involve feelings of affectioq and this positive concern, not affection, is the motive on
which family help has traditionally rested.

For many children affection may influence the way in which responsibilities are
experienced, but it is also evident that children fkquently provide care simply because
parents need care or because the chitdren perceive few alternatives. The trend appears to

be that care is usually provided regardless of the tevels of intimacy between parent and
child and regardless of how adult children have identified with their parents over the
years. It appears fiorn the literature that children fiequently provide care because parents
need care and that care is provided even when there is great confiict Moreover, it is
thought that some aduit children provide care, not fiom affection or obligation, but from a

feeling of beuig helpless to resist strong societai pressure to care for an older parent
(Strawbridge and Wallhagen, 1992). More specifically, response to societal pressure can

be the result of early ongoing socialization into caring roles.
Socïalization. Macionis et al. (1997) described the process of socialization as a
lifelong social experience by which individuals develop their human potential and l e m
the patterns of their culture. Some literature on fàmily caregivhg has suggested that
societal pressure to take care ofan older parent is so strong that it has ovemdden even the
weakest of relationships between parent and child. Care is provided despite a lack of
intimacy or the absence of a strong bond between child and parent (Alberf 1990; Brody,
1985; Horowitz, 1985b; Lee, 1992; Montgomery, 1992). As noted by Marshall and
McPherson (1994:257):
It is clear thaî, if aged parents need assistance, then children provide it whether they feel close or affectionate towards their parents or not The
normative pressures in our society are so strongly supportive of taking
care of one's parents that few would dare go against this basic pnnciple of
"filial piety" that is shared by dmost everyone in our society.

Miller (1989) examined adult children's perceptions of caregiver stress and
satisfaction and found generally high satisfaction with caregiving. Similarly, in Canada,
among the general Winnipeg population of middle-aged persons, it was found there was
relatively litîle burden expressed in the provision of support to independently living
parents and parents-in-law (Bond et al., 1990). However, the findings of Miller (1989)

and Bond et al. (1990) rnay represent only socially desirable responses and these
responses may not be indicative of many f w i i e s heavily immersed in the care of their
older parents. For example, Storm et al. (1985) deduced that the responsibility of children

towards the care of their older parents is unambiguous only in the abstmct. As swn as the

chiidren in this sample started to consider concrete cases, ambiguities surfaced as to how
to handle conflicting responsibilities such as parent care, child care, and employment.
SimilarIy, Murray et al. (1996) argued that as an adult child's anxiety increased in regards
to his or her ability to take on a caregiving role for an older parent, concem around social

approvai decreased.
There is a need to re-examine the socialization outcome more definitively. One
aspect of the sociaïization process to consider in more detail is gender role sociahdor~

That is, k i n g a male or female may have a bearing on the attitudes adult children have
toward their ability to take on a caregiving role for an older parent.
Gender roles. Although less so now than in the past (e-g-, Hams, 1998; Kaye and

Applegate, 1995), boys and girls are socialized into specific gender roles (masculine for
boys, ferninine for girls). It is possible that this could influence care provîded for a parent.

Traditional gender-based socialization differs for males and females and, hence, produces
different patterns of expectations. Masculinity is associated with assertiveness,
independence, machisrno, and instnimentality. Ferninine traits, on the other han& are
associated with expressive, communal, and affective concems for the weil-being of
others (Kaye and Applegate, 1990a). More specifically, according to Rossi (1995), a

childhood of play and parental example perpetuates the socialization of girls to anticipate
motherhood as a central role in adulthood to a much greater extent than childhood play or
parental example encourages an emphasis on anticipated fatherhood for boys. As a
consequence, women acquire greater af5liative and relational amibutes than men. In the
caregiving literature, these differences are often attributed to social noms that reinforce

the notion that, with some exceptions, caring for a parent is a female responsibility
(Matthews and Rosner, 1988).

Male gender role socialization may leave men less willing to provide personal
care to family membee and to expect more fiom others (Mui, 1995). As Brody et al.
(1989) have pointed out, men's lack of involvement in personal care does not irnply a
lack of family feeling among sons, but conforms to the cultural definition of genderappropriate behaviour. Furthemore, Br@

(1985, 1990) suggested that daughters,

having been socialized as numirers, have higher expectaîions of themselves in caring for

others, see themselves as being responsible for the well-being of the recipients of their
m e , and try to care for older parents as totaUy as those parents cared for them in
childhood. According to Brody (1985, 1990), the passivity and emotionality expected of
adult daughters generaily translates into providing for the "hands-on" physical and
emotional needs of their parents. Conversely, the value placed on independence and
action by adult sons generally translates into providing more for the 'hands-off financial
needs and less for the physical and emotional n&

of their parents. Moreover, women

more so than men have been socidized fiom childhood to commWUcate and negotiate

with othen (Jutras and Veilleux, 1991). This results in specific roles for women and men
when it comes to types of care provided to an impaireci parent.

This female responsibility, however, does not appear to apply to financial support.

For example, Snell (1990), in his analysis of the use of filial responsibility laws in

Canada, found daughters were treated differently than sons when it came to financial
support orders. When both sexes were held responsible, Sne11(1990) found that daughters
were often given a reduced monetary onus. As Snell (1990) explained, this gender

difference in support orders and expectations parallels a broder clifference in normative
expectations and in actual support provided by adult sons and daughters. It is argued that
these differences, including the lack of contributions by adult sons to family caregiving,

are not seriously chdenged in a çocieîy that expects little of the emotional and persona1
care work to corne fkom males (Finley, 1989). It is, for example, suggested that in a maledominatecl society adult sons' contn%utions in the way of financial support have been
considered more valuable, and very litde behavioural change will occur in caregiving by
sons until societal evaluations of men's contributions change (Aronson, 1985, 2992%
1992b; Fdey, 1989). In other words, as the 21n century approaches, an adult son's sense
of obligation may still be satisfied by little investment of his t h e .
The differences in the nomative expectations for males and fernales providing

care to an older parent appear to apply more to behaviours than to attitudes. The Iiterature
overwhelmingly suggests that adult daughters and adult sons share similar attitudes
concerning care provided to their parents (Bliesmer and Hamon, 1992; Finley et al.,
1988; Finley, 1989; Kaye and Applegate, 1994; Lee, 1992; Lee et al., 1993; Marshall et
al., 1987; Montgomery, 1992; Wolfson et al., 1993). Wolfson et al. (1993), for example,
found no difference between sons and daughters in their expressed sense of moral
obligation to provide care, nor were there any differences in their perceived ability to
provide the we. Similarly, Roff and Klemrnack (1986) fomd substantial support for
noms of equality between employed daughten and sons in terms of involvement in
parent care. As Lee (1992: 122) stated, "[m]any studies show that attitudes favour a
relatively egalitarian division of parent care between sons and daughters, but behavioural
differences persist."

Understanding gender roles cannot M y explain gender patterns in parent care.
That is, if women performed caregiving responsibilities simply because they are expected
to do so, attitudes of filialresponsibility between males and females shodd be different
However, as stated previously, many researchers have fomd males and fernales share
similar attitudes regarding the care of their parents. Other perspectives on socialkation
(Le., the interpretive perspective) depict gender role socialization as a dynamic process
wherein socialization patterns change firom generation to generation and create different
expectations for male and female participation in parent care. For example, some
researchers (Kaye and Applegate, 1990% 1995; Spitze and Logan, 1990b) cab that
there are some men who have committed themselves to providing care to older parents
over a long period of time. Moreover, these men were employed and, acwrding to these
researchers, felt that they were doing doubleduty. Like female caregivers, they were
caught "in the middle" (Brody, 1990), juggling multiple and competing dernands. This
would seem to contradict Walker's (1992) conclusion that participation in the labour
market does not prevent women fiom caregiving; it seems only to prevent men. As a
result of this contradiction in findings, a lack of awareness of some adult sons'
experiences has in tum led to misunders~dingsabout their roles and why they do what
they do (Arber and Gilbert, 1989; Chang and Means, 1991; Hams, 1998; Harris and
Bichler, 1997; Kaye and Applegate, 1990a, 1990b, 1994, 1995; Matthews and Heidorn,
1998; Nuefeld and Hanison, 1997; Parker, 1989). Gallagher et al.3 (1989) study
suggested that adult son caregivers are a relatively overlooked group who, in contrast to
most current literature, £ïndcaregivhg a very stressful and depressing expenence, similar
to that of adult daughter caregivers. Therefore, the socialization perspective, rested on the

laurels of family members conforming to traditionai roles of parent care, is unable to
account for sons who are active caregivers to older parents and whose lives are
dominated by their caregiving behaviours, fiequently defineci as social support
Social support

The term that most explicitly defines caregiving behaviours for impaired parents
is social support Social support is multidimensional in nature. For example, social
support is defined as a valuable resource comprising the tangible and intangible forms of

assistance that older ad& receive fiom family members and niends (Clipp and George,
1990). Generaily, it has been agreed that social support has the following components:
instrumental assistance, emotional sustenance, affirmation, and compmionship (Abel,
1989; Chappell, 1992). According to Chappell (1992), social support is frequently
referred to in gerontology as assistance for older adults with either their instrumental
activities oi' daily living (IADL) or their basic activities of daily living (ADL).
Assistance with IADL is assistance given to a parent to maintain their independence and
generally includes help with household work, taking medicine, laundry, shopping,
transportation, in-home mobility, and money management (Chappell, 1992). Assistance
with ADL is given to parents to cany out normal everyday functions of life such as

eating, dressing, bathing, and bed transfer.
In M&n.itoba, Penning and StTain (1994) focused on older adults' receipt of han&on assistance with ADL. Employing data fkom i n t e ~ e w sconducted with 1,406

community-dwelling older adults (65 and over), they found that the proportion of these
older adults needing help with basic ADL (such as dressing andlor bathing) was over
one-half of al1 interviewed. Moreover, these authors found that a comparison of older

men and women, in t e m of their ability to perform various ADL, revealed gender
differences in functioning. The women reported greater functiond disability than did
men. Their conclusion was that there is a need to attend to the diversity in the types,
levels, and eEectiveness of the resources used to deal with disability. Moreover, Penning
and Strain (1994:S207) emphasized that:
Men and women differ not only in the nature and extent of the limitations
they experience but also in their reliance on various sources of assistance
and the relationship of these to personal weU-king.
Sources of social support. Researchers conducting the 1996 Canadian General

Social Survey found that the majority of infonnal care provided to people with long-terni

health problerns was given to older parents rather than to spouses, children, siblings,
extended farnily, friends, and others (Cranswick, 1997). Furthennore, it has been
estimated that the world of family caregiving for older relatives (made up of adult
children, spouses, and extended family members) constihites around 80%-90% of the
total care provided to older adults in society, with the remaining 10%-20% being
supplied by the formal health and social seMces (Aronson, 199213; Chappell, 1992;

Penning and Chappell, 1990). More specifically, the fiequency of adult children as
sources of emotional support, assistance with transportation and banking matters, and
help with household chores and activities of daiIy living has been well documented over
the 1 s t two decades (Bond et al., 1990; Brody, 1985; Chang and White-Means, 1991;
Chappell, 1992; CicireIli, 1983; Connidis, 1989; Coward et al., 1989; Himes, 1992;
Horowitz, 198Sa; Kaye and Applegate, 1995; Lee et al., 1990; Lee et al., 1993; Marshall

et al., 1987; Matthews and Heidorn, 1998; Matthews and Rosner, 1988; Montgomery,
1992; Peek et al., 1998; Shanas, 1979; Spitze and Logan, 1990b; Stone et al., 1987;

Thomas, 1993; Wolfson et al., 1993). Litwak (1985) has argued that some family
members treat their older relatives as unique individuals in a way that bureaucratie
sectors of the society cannot
There is considerable evidence that reveals significant differences between sons

and daughters caregiving behaviom for their impaired parents (Abel, 1989; Albert,
1990; Aronson, 1985; Coward et al., 1992; Dwyer and Coward, 1992; Dwyer and
Seccombe, 1991; Finley, 1989; Jutras and Veilleux, 1991; Lee, 1992; Lee et al., 1993).
Many researchers have concluded that adult daughters assume a greater role in parent
care tban do sons ( e g , Abel, 1989; Albert, 1990; Aronson, 1985; Coward and Dwyer,
1990; Coward et al., 1992; Dwyer and Coward, 1992; Dwyer and Seccombe, 1991;
Fidey, 1989; Lee, 1992; Lee et al., 1993; Sctioonover et al., 1988). Most studies have
agreed that adult sons and adult daughters are more likely to differ in the provision of
specific types of social support to their parents. The preponderance of daughter
caregivers was initially documenteci by researchers using samples of dyads consisting of
impaired parents and their primary caregivers. Alrnost uniformly, these studies have
shown that greater nurnbers of daughters than sons assist their parents with a wide range
of tasks and that the predominance of daughters is especially strong with respect to the
personal, "han~is-on~~
( D L ) types of care of their parents (e.g., Birkel and Jones, 1989;
Cantor, 1983; Finley, 1989; Hurowiîz, 1985b; Johnson and Catlano, 1983; Jones and
Vetter, 1984; Noelker and Townsend, 1987). Although the consistency of these findings
is compelling, the limited generalizability of the study hdings prompted several
researchers to re-examine the issue of the predomuiance of daughters over sons

providing primary care to their older parents (Coward and Bmbaker, 1989; Coward and
Dwyer, 1990; Montgomery and Kamo, 1989).

In the United States, findings fiom a nationally representative sample of older
adults with needs and their caregivers confümed the predominance of daughters as
caregivers, even when the number and gender distribution of ail available children were
considered (Coward and Dwyer, 1990). Coward and Dwyer (1990) reported that the
highest participation rates of sons in care tasks (24.8%) was very close to the lowest
participation rates of daughters (24.6%), and occurred among families with no daughters.
It has been shown throughout the caregiving literature that sons perform the rnajority of

tasks needed by their parents when they corne fiorn families in which there are no
available daughters (Dwyer and Coward, 1992; Horowitz, 198%; Lee et al., 1993).
Furthemore, these studies suggested that women were either choosing to, or were being
thrust into, the traditional role of providing parent care when both genders were present
because it is "women's work" and that men perform primary caregiving duties only
when there is no one else to perform them. Additionally, when families with single-

gender sibling networks (al1 male or al1 female children) were compared, the rate of sons

as caregiven was much lower than the that of daughters (6.9% versus 28% respectively)
(Coward and Dwyer, 1990). This pattern of higher frequency of daughters as caregivers
seems to be supporteci by other studies that have used large random samples of older

adults residùig in the cornrnunity (e-g., Hirshorn and Montgomery, 1992; Matthews,
1995; Mui, 1995; Spitze and Logan, 1990a; Stolier and Pugliesi, 1989; Stone et al.,
1987).

Several explanatioos have k e n offered for the lower rates of sons providïng
social support to their parents. One explanation suggests that addt sons do not specialize
in certain types of care and caregivers tend to be the sarne gender as the parents needïng
care. The fact that most older parents with physical limitations are women could
therefore be responsible, in parf for the fact that daughters predorninate as caregivers
(Dwyer and Coward, 1992; Lee et al., 1993). This explanation would seem to be
supported because it has been shown that although daughters were the more frequently
mentioned seduit child caregivers, the involvement of sons was more pronounced in the
network of fathers (Coward et al., 1992; StolIer, 1990). As well, some research has
suggested that various indices of help to parents are biased toward daughters in that they
emphasize tasks that women are likely to do and focus on very frai1 mothers who are
most likely to need personal care (Dwyer and Cowarcf, 1991; Horowitz, 1992; Matthews,
1995; Stoller, 1990). In addition, some researchers have suggested that by equating
parent care with a specific set of tasks that women are more likely than men to perforrn,
much of what men actually do for their parents is rendered invisible (Coward and Dwyer,
1990; Dwyer and Coward, 1991; Horowitz, 1992; Matthews, 1995; Matthews and
Heidom 1998; Stoller, 1990).
Other researchers have found that the gender of the parents and the gender of the
adult duld do not account for the major source of variation in the source of social
support for older parents. Rather, the major source of variation in the amount of support
services received by parents seems to be the Living arrangements of aduit children, Le.,
unmarrieci sons living with a parent are more Likely to provide care than married sons

with whom a parent lives (Arber and Gilbea 1989; Deirnling et al., 1989). In Great
Britain, Arber and Gilbert (1989: 116) noted:
Overall, it looks as though the variation in the provision of these services
is not due to discrimination against wornen per se, but discrimination
against households in which non-elderly married women predominate as
carers,
Moreover, in the United States, Coward and Dwyer (1990) found that among children
from single-gender or only-child sibling networks, there were not statistically significant
gender differences in the experiences of parent care. Similady, the data of Teonstedt et
al. (1989,1993) supported the hypothesis that it is the CO-residenceof caregiver and care

recipient, rather than their relationship, that provides the basis for similarity arnong

idormal caregivers in relation to the provision of instrumental assistance. Coward et ai.
(1989) have argued that because of the important association between household
composition and the qudity of life of older adults, this line of research must continue.
Examining the impact of various factors on the perceived emotional strain of
addt son and daughter caregivers of frai1 older parents, it has been found that differences

in caregiving practices are not inherent in the gender of the adult child caregiver. Rather,
the differences between genders are due to social and individual characteristics such as
resource availability, situational variables, parental impairment, and the perceptions of
interference between caregiving and the caregivers' personal and social life (Crawford et
al., 1994; Finley et al., 1988; Miller, 1989; Mui, 1995; Young and Kahana, 1989). These
findings would support the argument that sons and daughters may approach their
responsibilities to older adult a r e differently, that they are influenced by the specific
social context in which they are embedded, and that differences between social support
by sons and daughters cannot be explained by gender in and of itself

A review of previous research on son wegivers (which primanly compares sons

with daughten), indicates that sons are seen as somewhat reluctant, intermittent
caregivers who become involved only because no one else is available (Dwyer and
Coward, 1991; Horowitz, 198%; Montgomery and Karno, 1989). However, the
importance of women as caregiven for parents in need does not always mean that men
are absent fiom informal helping networks or are only providing support to their parents
when no one else can
Social support by adult sons. Estimates of the exact percentage of males

involved in carhg for their parents Vary fkom study to study; however, some research has
shown that up to one-third of adult sons were heavily involved in the care for their older
parents in some settings (Arber and Gilbert, 1989; Briggs, 1983; Charlesworth et al.,
1984; H m k , 1998; Harris and Bichler, 1997; Kaye and Applegate, 1990% 1WOb, 1994,
1995; Levin et ai., 1983; Matthew and Heidorn, 1998; Mui, 1992, 1995; Nuefeld and
Harrison, 1997; Spitze and Logan, 1990a; Stoller, 1990). For example, Stoller (1990)
reported that, out of approximately 400 older adults in need, 41% of the helpers were
men and 60 % of these male helpers were sons. Stolier (1990) concluded tbat there was
little evidence that these men dropped out of the caregiving role when needs intensified

and there were high levels of stability among the sons who were caregivers.
More recently, research appears to be documenting a greater role played by men
in older adult care. Some research has suggested that there is more varïability among son
caregivers than previously reported and, while women continue to carry the bulk of the
load many men do assume caregiving responsibilities for their parents and do provide
care in much the same way as daughters (e-g., Hàrris, 1998; IEams and Bichler, 1998;

Kaye and Applegate, 1995). Harris (1998) wncluded that sons participating in her study
were al1 activeiy involved in the caregiving process and were al1 committed to caring for
their il1 parents regardless of the availabdity of a female sibling. Stoller (1990) found that
sons, like daughters, exhibit greater stability over time than do other categories of
helpers; that is, they provide care over an extended period of tirne and on a consistent
basis. According to Stoller (1990), this may reflect the greater commitment of sons over
other male helpers to the older person In her sample of adult children providing care for
a older parent, Horowitz (1985b) found that some sons were "extremely involved" in
providing personai and instrumental m e to their older impaired parents.

In contrast to the stereotype that male caregiving is primarily instrumental in
nature, exceptions to the fhdùigs that men do not usually provide personal "hands-on"
types of care have been reported by studies exarnining male caregivers (Arber and
Gilbert, 1989; Harris, 1998; Harris and Bichler, 1997; Kaye and Applegate, 1990a,
1990b, 1994, 1995). For example, Harns (1998) found that the majority of son caregivers
in her sample provided "han&-on" care, often feeding, dressing, and toileting their
parents, and providing emotional support. There are, therefore, clear indications in the
research that there is a segment of adult sons providing various forms of care for their
parents. Kleban et al. (1989) reported that men, as well as women, play multiple roles

when involved in parent care. Furthemore, irrespective of some sons providing types of
social support to their parents sirnilar to that provided by daughters, Mui (1995) found
significant ciifferences in the way adult sons and daughters approached caregiving, the
roles they played, and the impact of the caregivhg expenence on their lives. For
example, Mui (1995) found that for daughters the most important predktors of emotional

strain were interference with work and quality of relationship with the parent In contrast,

the most important predictors for sons were behavioural problems of the parent and few
Uiformal heipers (Mui, 1992). In addition, Parks and Pilisuk (1991) found thaf even
though men and women were highly involveci in the care of their older adult relatives, the
type of caregiving provided by the two was ofien qualitatively different Harris (1998)
concluded that her anaiysis of adult son caregivers illustrated the complexities and
diversity arnong sons caring for parents and dernonstrated the need for more in-depth
analyses. As Dwyer and Seccombe (1991: 245) commented, "Simply put, men and
women define the context of caregiving diflierently." Bliesmer and Hamon (1992) have
commented that scholars studying filial responsibility must give more carefid attention to
the different experiences between the sexes. It is unwise, therefore, without empirical
evidence, to suggest that adult son caregivers assume their responsibilities for the same
reasons as adult daughter caregivers do. It may be that some men in some settings express
and handle their caregiving situations differently from one another and differently from
women caregivers.
It is clear fiom the foregoing discussion that the study of parent care is cornplex.

This complexity is also evident when considering how theoretical perspectives have been
used in the study of adult children caregivers.
Assessing theoretical applications

Most studies that focus on the caregivuig practices of adult children have been
atheoretical. They are descriptive in nature and examine specific issues in the caregiving
environment, such as gender differences in the provision of care to a parent (e-g-,Coward
& Dwyer, 1990; Horowitz, 1985a; Lee et al., 1993; Montgomery, 1992). According to

Kahana and Young (1990), there has not been any over-arching theory or even plan
guiding research in the area of fmilies providing care to older adult relatives. As

Much of the curent knowledge on the later phase of parent-child ties has
corne about because social scientists have responded to pressing social and
political issues, rather than having as their primary goal the building of
systematic knowledge.
Spitze and Logan (1990b), examining the eflects of the number and gender
composition of children on the receipt of social support by older persons, found that
different theoretical models fit different behaviors, or foms of support. Spitze and Logan

It rnay not be possible to mode1 al1 foms of social support similady,
whether one is comparing help h m particular children or from different
types of pnmary groups. We would urge more attention to the
characteristics of particular foms of support that rnay facilitate analysis of
their sources.
Interpretive studies of adult children as caregivers have applied several conceptual
frameworks. The most useM of these for the purposes of this study were those which
focus on social values (culturai consensus) and those which focus on particular aspects of
personal and individual development (feminization perspective).

Cultural consensus. Cultural consensus proponents contend that adult childrens'
interpretations of their caregiving patterns share sùnilar meanings (Albert, 1990). Albert
(1990) argues that the patterns and similar rneanings being attached to adult children and
the care they provide to their parents allow researchers the opportunity to determine if a
similar organization of caregiving culture appears for other samples. For example, Albert
(1990:329) asks, "[w]ould we find a similar organization of domain in rural Amenca or

urban Nigeria?" Accordhg to this perspective, the particularïty of each caregiver's

situation is homogenized as caregivers resort to a cornmon set of concepts (hkeness,
similarity, and identity) for describing parental dependency and their ob1igation to care
for the parent and, ''[t]his commonality of interpretation is a first indication that
caregiving is organized as a cultural systemy7(Aibert, 1990:320). As has been found
(Aronson, 1990; 1992a), cultural assumptions and material realities work to sustain the
existing pattern of care. More specifically, family members have integrated normative
expectations of the roles of men and women in families.
The concept of the "what goes with what," identified as a central feature of
cultural order (Albert, 1990), is introduced into this culhiral consensus approach to aid in
conceptualizing the caregiving continuum. Applying this concept of "what goes with
whatY7to the issue of caring for a parent, caregivers who evaluate parental dependency in
one way are likely to evaiuate theîr obligation to render care in a particular way as well.
For example, according to this concept, a parent's dependency leads caregivers to liken

the parent either to a child, in which the relationship is characterized by high intimacy,
high identity, and role reversal, or to an il1 person in which the relationship is
characterized by low intirnacy, low identity, and repayment of a debt (Albert, 1990).
According to Aibert (1990), the differential identification of an impaired parent with a
child or il1 person depends on whether the parent's dependency is taken as an opportunity
for increased intirnacy between parent and child. The differential identification of
caregiving as repaying a debt or caring for someone who is a part of one's self depends on
whether caregivers feel some Iand of cornpelling physical bond, or identity, between
themselves and a parent.
Previous work seems to show that this concept of cultural consensus is evident in

the caregiving world (Aronson, 1990, 1992% 1992b). Specifically, the research which
shows the greater proportion of adult daughters being prirnary caregivers to their older
parents suggests, in tum, that this cultural consemus highly affkcts adult hughters in
tenus of reinforcing the traditional assumptions that parent care is 'women's work'. In
addition, Albert (1990:323) states, " A separate inquiry is required to see how far other
types of caregivers draw on the same system for interpreting their experience." The

conceptual framework Albert (1990) develops provides a potentially useful method for
exploring the commondities of caregiversyattitudes and behaviours in relation to their
parents' increased dependency on them. The cultural consensus mode1 has helped other
researchers (e-g., Albert, 1990; Clark et al., 1986; Weller et al., 1987) understand specific
orientations in interpersonal relationships. Therefore, the present study attempted to apply
the principles of this mode1 to an examination of adult son caregivers and thus, had the
potential to contribute to the understanding of how sons viewed their parentsy
dependency and the relation these views had to their caregiving responsibilities.
Ferninization perspective. n i e small amount of research that has compared

women's and men's motivations to care for an older addt reveds the powerfid link
between femininity and caring (Aronson, 1992b). This concept of feminization has been
used in detailing the progression of men's emotional states as they get older (Bem, 1974;
Gutrnann, 1987; Levinson et al., 1978) as well as explaining men's involvement in older

adult caregiving (Kaye and Applegate, 1990a). The feminization perspective suggests

that there are significant psychological and emotionai changes to men and women as they
get older that have an impact on how caregiving is carrieci out It is argued that the
process of feminization enables men to reclaim and enjoy the full range of masculine and

feminine selfaimensions, and to recapture the gender bimodality that they suppressed
earlier in order to fulfill society's expectations that they concentrate on providing
fïnancially for young families (Gutmann, 1987). Additionally, it is suggested that this
ùitegration of masculine and ferninine polarities is the principal task of adult developrnent

in men (Levinson et al., 1978). There is also an assertion that the resulting androgyny is
associated with enhanced selfesteem, increased role flexibility, and other indicatoa of
psychological hedth and well-beùig (Bem, 1974). With the approach of middle age, the
time of life at which they are most likely to assume caregiving responsibilities, men may
tend to be less concemed about maintaining the appearance of masculinity and more
accepting of nurniring feelings in themselves (Solomon, 1982). Certain shidies (Arber

and Gilbert, 1989; ffiye and Applegate, 19904 1990b' 1994, 1995) have used this
feminization process to partially explain their findings that some men are involved as
much as women are in types of care assumed to be feminine in nature.

Each of these wnceptual frameworks has the potential to provide a more
encompassing understanding of how and why adult sons do what they do for their
impaired parents. Applying these fiarneworks to the study of adult son caregivers will
provide a more cornprehensive understanding of sons' caregiving attitudes and
behaviours. The fiameworks of culturai consensus and feminization will be used to
provide insights and possible explanations for how adult sons identiQ with their parents'
dependency in ternis of their caregiving responsibility (cultural consensus) and why sons
engage in certain types of caregiving tasks traditionally seen as being 'women's work'
(feminization). Uskg these two frameworks to understand what, how, and why adult son
caregivers provide care to older parents will provide needed information concerning

sons' caregiving experiences not adequately addresseci in current research, and contribute
to the development of theory in îhis topic.

Limitations of eristing literature
There are three significant Iimitations to the existing literahire on the patterns of
caregiving participation of adult children to oider parents. First, and most obvious, is the
dearth of Canadian information about the attitudes of filial responsibility adult sons have

toward the care of theu parents and the kinds of social support they provide. Most
research bas been conducted within the United States makikg it difficult to generalue to
the Canadian context. FindUigs from these studies may not be as applicable to the

investigation of Canadian caregiven given the different health care system in the United
States that c m influence the nature of caregiving. Overall, the situation of adult sons
caring for their parents in the United States, compared to adult sons caring for their
parents in Caaada, may involve different sets of factors or variables infiuencing how and
why care is given. These different sets of factors or variables may then Iirnit the ability to

generalize beîween the two countries.
Second, there is Iittle consistency among

researchers regarding the

conceptualization and rneasurement of the attitudes that lead adult children to care for

their parents in n d Related and sometimes synonymous tems are used when studying
attitudes towards caregiving involvement. This lack of uniformity in tems prevents the
transformation of research results into a comprehensive picture and highlights the lack of
consensus among researchers. As well, it is apparent that most studies examining filial
responsibility do not sufficiently operationally define what they mean by this tem. They
neglect to differentiate ciearly between various terms. Most research done on the

caregiving participation of adult children assumes a working knowledge of the concepts
and uses related terms to describe attitudinal dimensions without specifically defining

them. There is no conceptua1 clarity or wosistency. This lack of consistency contnbutes
to much of the ambiguity in the understanding of caregiving attitudes toward parent care.
Marshall et al. (1987) concluded, fiom their review of the literature, that noms of filial
responsibility have meant many thùigs to many investigators, and these many things Vary
greatly in specificity. As Seelbach and Sauer (1977: 498) argued more than twenty years
ago, "Filial responsibility has not been explicitly taught or discussed; rather it has been
passed on fiom one generation to the next in a set of irnplicit assumptions."
The third and final limitation of previous research conducted on adult children
caregivers is the operationalization of family caregiving assistance. Barer and Johnson
(1990) argued that this term is problematic to operatonalize for three reasons: the
ambiguous meaning of the concept of "assistance" determinhg when caregiving begins;

an4 identi-g

the major caregiver. For example, quantitative research comparïng sons

and daughters caring for their parents usually confirms traditional conceptions of gender
role allocation, whereas qualitative studies are rendenng a more complex picture that is
challenging these traditional attitudes on caregiving roles. Most studies done in Canada
and the United States have simply described the rates a d o r the extent of caregiving by

sons versus daughters and have not offered clear explamtions for why some adult sons
provide for the needs for their parents. It is apparent that more ethnographie studies are
needed to capture the nuances of caregivers' subjective experiences that larger studies
ofien overlook particularly in Canada Certain researchers (e-g., Harris, 1998; Harris and
Bichler, 1998; Kaye and Applegate, 1990a, 1990b, 1994, 1995; Matthews and Heidom,

1998; Neufeld and Harrison, 1997), for example, have calleci attention to firrdings
pertaining to men's gender-related orientation to helping others. These researchers have
also addressed the importance of uncovering the context and rneanings behind descriptive
and correlational inquiries of men involved in caregiving. These research endeavors have
established a different context for interpreting attitudes of filial responsibility and
caregiving behaviours of adult sons providing social support to their older parents.
The present study will continue this qualitative approach by addressing the
following research questions:
1. What do adult son caregivers do for their parents who have physical, mental and

emotional needs? (i.e., what are the tasks or services provided to their older parents)?
2. What is the nature of these caregiving behaviours? For example, how fiequently
do they engage in the specific social support tasks being provided, how much time is

spent on these tasks, and under what circumstances are they performed?
3. Why do adult sons do what they do when participating in parent care? In other

words, what attitudes of filial responsibility do addt sons have toward their caregiving?
4. If more than one caregiving task is k i n g performed, do the caregivers'

attitudes of filial responsibility differ according to the nature of the task?
A qualitative approach is used in order to provide insights into the expianations

for, and perceived consequences of, the participation of adult sons in parent care. In a
qualitative approach, the use of in-depth interviewing techniques can reveal both the
emotional and symbolic meanings of caring for a parent that are not usually detected in
typical survey approaches (Lofland and Lofland, 1995). Bliezner and Hamon (1992) have
argued that the resuits of qualitative research studies illustrate the advantages of in-depth

interviews for uncovering new dimensions of family caregiving. In this study, an indepth
inteniew with each adult son caregiver provides the opportunity for the collection of

thick descriptive data on the subjective expenence of providing care for a parent.
For the complexity of parent care to be examhed in-depth, studies has s h o w that
certain variables have to be taken into consideration. These variables include: sociodemographic characteristics, family structure variables, geographic location of siblings,
living arrangements of parents, health status of parents and sons, social support networks
of sons and parents, types of care 'needed7 by parents, types of care 'wanted' by parents,
types of care given by adult sons (Le., caregiving behavioun in terms of social support
tasks provided), relationship history of adult sons and their parents, and why adutt son

caregivers do what they do for their parents (i.e., filial responsibility attitudes). More
specifically for the purposes of this study, previous research has shown that the
characteristics of adult son caregivers, family resources, specifics of the caregiving
situation, and the older parent's characteristics may al1 innuence how and why sons
participate in parent care (e.g., Arber and Gilbert, 1989; Chappell, 1992; Coward and
Dwyer, 1990; Coward et al., 1992; Harris, 1993, 1998; Harris and Bichler, 1997; Kaye
and Applegate, 1990% 1990b, 1994,1995; Lee et al., 1993; Matthews and Heidom, 1998;
Wolfson et al., 1993). AI1 of these issues have been shown b y various studies to have an
effect on whether, how, and why, care is provided to parents by their adult children.
Therefore, these issues will be addressed when examining sons7 active participation in
parent care.

Conclusion
Although curent research has exarnined caregiving by adult daughten in
considerable detail, rnuch less emphasis has been piaced on understanding caregiving by
addt sons. To begin to remedy this gap in our howledge of family caregiving, this
research was constructed to capture, first, how addt sons descnbe their caregiving
behaviours in terms of the social support tasks they are perfoming, and second, the
nuances of their subjective understandings of the* caregiving.
Previous research on adult children as caregivers provides an incomplete picture
of addt sons' caregiving experiences in parent Gare and its usefulness is limited by lack
of theory, conceptual clarity, and by inconsistency in findings. What is clear, however,
fiom previous research is that the caregiving attitudes and behaviours of adult sons
cannot be easily categorized or predicted and no qualitative in-depth Canadian
information of their caregiving experiences has yet been reporte&

CHAPTlER THRl3E
Methodology
Study respondents

A self-selected sarnple (N=25) of adult sons who were actively involved in
providing care to their older parents was identified. Two approaches were wed to recruit
participants for the study. In the fint approach, letiers were sent to the executive directors

of senior centres and organizations explaining the research and asking for their assistance
(see Appendk A). The letters were foilowed by telephone contact Each organization and
senior centre contacted agreed to pass on information to their clients and their families,
post an announcement of the study in their facilities, andor announce the study in their
monthly newsletters.

In the second approach, advertisements of the shidy (see Appendix A) were placed
in local community newspapers, announcements of the study were posted in places
thought to be fiequented by middle-aged males, and the study was announced on a local
community access television station and radio. On being contacted by a potential
participant, the researcher screened for eligibility by obtaining information about the
son's caregiving participation and a study information sheet was provided (see Appendix
A)-

Data collection
In-depth qualitative interviews were conducted using a general i n t e ~ e wguide
(see Appendix B).Gathering and analysing the data was a simultaneous process (Lofland
and Lofland, 1995) as themes surfaced throughout the i n t e ~ e w sthat permitted an
ongoing process of refocusing questions and probing for more information specifically

related to the caregiving experiences of these adult sons. Consequently, the exact wording

of interview questions varied fiom conversation to conversation.
The goal of in-depth interviewing was to elicit rich, detailed materials (Kirby and
McKenna, 1989) iovolving adult sons' experiences of caring for their parents. Similar to
Hams (1998), interviews were conducted as conversations with issues of parent care
woven into the discussion
The interviews
Ethical approvai to conduct this research was granted by the University of
Manitoba Ethics Cornmittee. The i n t e ~ e wguide was pre-tested on two adult son
caregivers who were not included in this study. Twenty-five taped interviews were
completed, each averaging an hour and a half in length. InteMews took place fiom May
1998 to July 1998 and occmed in a variety of settings including respondents' homes,

places of employment, coffee shops, and the researcher's University office. Before the
i n t e ~ e w began,
s
the objectives of the proposed research were clearly communicated to
al1 participants and written consent was obtained (see Appendix C). Study participants
were advised that they couid refke to answer questions that caused discornfort and could
terminate the i n t e ~ e wat any tirne. It was stressed to the participants that using the
recorder would help strengthen the anonymous voices in the final research report by
allowing for direct, detailed, but unattributed quotation. me Manitoba Handbook for
Seniors, which includes information about respite options, counselling services, activities

available for parents, and family services, was made available to study participants.

Measures
The review of the literature suggested it was aecessary to consider many variables

that codd affect what, how, and why care was provided Moreover, it was necessary to
consider ceitaui variables that could provide the context for this a r e . These variables,
based on the literahire, were used in the study to constnict the interview schedule (see

AppendVt B). Measures about sons included socio-demographic characteristics, support
networks, relationship history with parents, social support by sons and filial
responsibility. Measures about parents included socio-demographic characteristics,
support networks, types of care needed, and types of care wanted
Socio-demographic characteristics of sons. These variables included age,

marital status, mce, incorne, education, employmenf occupation, health statu, family
structure, proximity to siblings, birth order, and power of attorney statuS. Age was
rneasured in years. Marital statu was divided into the categories of mamed, never-

married, and divorceci The incorne variable was rneasured as a *itegorical variable, Le.,
under $10,000, $10,000 - $20,000, $2 1,000

-

$30,000, $3 1,000

- $40,000, $4 1,000 -

$50,000, over $50,000, and refused. Education categories included havingl not having a

high school degree, having a comrnunity college degree, and having a university degree.
Employment was noted according to being employed, not employed, semi-retired, and
retired. Occupation was classifieci into areas of blue wliar, management/sales,
professional, and self-employed The health s t a t u of each son was determined by selfreports, organizing their responses into the presence or absence of physical a d o r
emotional problems. Family structure variables for sons were measured by the number of
children, the nurnber of living siblings, and the types of living siblings, Le., none, number

of sister(s), number of brother(s), and having both sister(s) and brother(s). Sons'
geographic proximity to their siblings was noted according to o d y child in the city,

havuig sistetfs) in the city, having brother(s) in the city, or having both sister@) and
brother(s) in the city. Birth order was categorized into only, oldest, middle, and youngest
Support networks for sons. Measuring the support networks for adult sons

involved grouping sons' responses into categories of their collaboration with siblings in
parent care, access to f o d services for respite andor counselling, collaboration with
extended family, fiiends, and other sources of support networks.
Relationship history with parents. This variable described the quality of the
interpersonal relationships between these sons and their parents over time and how
relationships influenced what care was given. This variable was measured by having sons
descnbe what kïnd of relationship they had with their parents and whether it infiuenced
how and why they cared for their impaired parent.

Social support by sons. The nature of social support (assistance with ADL and
IADL tasks and types of companionship) was assessed by adult son caregivers describing

their caregiving behaviours. Each adult son caregiver was asked to describe what types of
social support (e-g., financial, emotional, and physicai) they provided, how fiequently it
was provided, and how much time was spent on each particular form of support. Types of
care provided, frequency and t h e spent on care provided, and mder what circumstances
Gare was provided were used as indicators to detexmiae the nature of social support by
adult sons.
Filial responsibiüty. For every 'what' question that produced a response of the

types of social support provided, a 'why' was aitached It was found that through these

discussions, reasons surfaced as to why certain things were and were not done.
Furthemore, the attitudes of filial responsibility adult sons had toward the nature of their
social support behaviours were f o d Probes were used to encourage respondents to
elaborate on their statements (see Appendix B).
Socio-demographic characteristics of parents. These variables included age,

heaith status, sources of incorne, and living arrangements. Age was measured in years.
Based upon sons7 descriptions of their parents7 behaviours, the types of health
impairments parents experienced were grouped under the presence or absence of physical,
cognitive, andor emotional irnpaiments. Sources of incorne for parents were measured in
terms of OASKPP, savings, ernployment pension plans, and investments. The living
arrangements of parents were measured by grouping sons' descriptions of their parents'
situation into the categories of parent living in their own home alone, parent living in their
own home with çpouse, parent living in their own home with this son, parent living in this

son's home, and parent living in a professional care institution.
Support networks for parents. Measuring support networks for parents involved

grouping sons' responses into categories of parents receiving informal support fiom
family and friends, support fiom formal services and support fiom other sources. The size
of the informal support network of parents was a count of an independent or hedthy
spouse, children or grandchildren, siblings, extended farnily members (nieces, nephews,
cousins, etc.), neighbours, and fiiends. The size of the fonnal support network was a
count of s e ~ c e received
s
by parents that included supports such as adult &y cares,
doctor visitations, handi-transit services, home care assistance, hospital stays, lifeline,
rneals on wheels, physiotherapy, and/or V.0.N visitations.

Perceived types of aire needed by parents. This variable was measured by
asking each son for his perception of what his parent 'needed' and whether it influenced
the kind of care the son provided
Perceived types of care wanteü by parents. Similady, this variable was

measured by asking each son for his perception of what his parent 'wanted7 and whether
it influenced the kind of care the son provided
These sets of variables were examined in order to find out if they enhanced or
inhibited what, how, and why care was provided to an impaired parent, specifically in
relation to addt son caregivers.
Description of aduIt sons
Out of a total of 25 contacts, 24 adult sons and one adult son-in-Iaw were

recruïted The son-in-law was included in the sample because of his expressed sense of
comection to his mother-in-law who required care. The sample included sons whose
parents either lived within the community (n=17) or had just recently been
institutionalized (n

=

4) or had been institutionalized ( ~ 4 for
) a penod of time. The

sample was not restricted to adult sons caring for parents with a particular form of
impairment Although the parents of four of the sons had died within two years prior to
the interviews, these sons emphasized they were still very close to their caregiving
experiences and desired to be included.
Twenty-three adult sondson-in-law and their parentdparent-in-law resided in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. One adult son and his older mother lived in a rural town in

Manitoba, and one son, who resided in Winnipeg, regularly commuted to look after the
affairs of his father who lived in Brandon, Manitoba. The socio-demographic details of

the participants are presented in Table 3.1. The mean age of these adult sons was 50 years.
They mged from a 37-year-old unemployed son who cared for his mother at her home
suffering fiom diabetes and emotional problems to a 65-year-old retired sales
representaîive who helped with the physical and emotional care of his 92-year-old mother
residing in a professional care institution. Ml respondents were Caucasian. The majority

Table 3.1 Sociu-demographic characteristics of adult sons
Sons W 2 S )

Sons m45)
Number of chiidren
None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five or more

Ape
Mean = 50
Range = 37 - 65yrs
Marital status
Married
Never married
Divorced
Race
White
Income
Under $10,000
$10,000-$20,000
$21,000-$30,000
$3 1,000-$40,000
$41,000-$50,000
Over $50,000
Refüsed
Education
No High School
High School
Community Coltege
University
~rniilovment
Working
Unemployed
Serni-Retired
Retired
Occu~ation
Blue Collar
Managementlsales
Professional
Self-employed
Heaith status
Satisfactory
Emotionai problems
Physical problems
Physical and emotional

-

Number of livinn siblinps
None
Farnily of two
Farnily of three
Family of four or more

T v ~ e of
s livinp siblings
None
Have sister(s)
Have brother(s)
Have sister(s) and brother(s)
Proximitv of siblinw
Son only child in city
Sister(s) in city
Brother(s) in city
Brother(s) and sister(s) in city
Birth order
Only
Oldest
Middle
Youngest
Power of attornev for Darent
Yes
No

7

28

of sons (n=l8) were married, yet most of these sons were more active in the care of their
parents than were their wives. There was much incorne variation within the group ranging
from under $10,000 to over $50,000. Just over half ( ~ 1 3 of
) the sons were university or

communiv college graduates. Most (n=17) sons were employed Their occupations
varïed; they were employed as accountants, bankers, engineers, entrepreneurs, managers,
rd-estate agents, teachers and transit workers. Some sons (n=16) experienced physical
ancUor emotional problems while providing care to their parents.
Most sons ( s 1 9 ) had children of theù own. Over half of the sons (n=15) had one

or more of their siblings living in Winnipeg. The sarnple contained relatively equal
proportions of only, oldest, middle, and youngest sons. Most sons (n =18) had power of
attorney for their parents.

Description of parents
Over half of the sons (n=15) cared for their mothers whife a small proportion
cared for fathers (n=5) (See Table 3.2). A few of the sons (n=3) cared for both their
rnother and father. The mean age of the parents was 83 yean. The range was 64 to 95

years. Al1 parents (n=29) received OAS and had some savings. As wefl, some parents

(n=16) received CPP. Based upon the sons' descriptions of their behaviours, al1 parents
(n=29) had experienced some forms of physical, cognitive, a d o r emotional problems
over an extended period of time. There was much variation in the living arrangements of
the parents. A large percentage of parents were receiving formal services such as Home

Care, VON, and Meals on Wheels.

Table 3 2 Soci*demographic characteristics of parents
Parents (N=29)
n
%
Parent Cared for by Son
Mother
15
Father
5
Mother and Father
3
Mother and Mother-in-law 1
1
Mother-in-law

AaZ

Mean = 83 yrs
Range = 64 - 95yrs
Eealth status
Physical impairment
Cognitive impairment
Emotional impairment

60
20
12
4
4

-

-

21

72
17
52

5
13

Parents (N= 29)
fl
'?40
Sources of income
OAS/CPP
Savings
Employment Pension Plans
investment s
Living arrangement
Own home, alone
Own home, with spouse
Own home, with son
Son's home
Professionai care institution

Deceased

29
29
5
12

1O0
1O0

9

32
3
1O
14

1

3
4

7
5

Parents receivin~formal care 24

17
41

24
17

82

Data analysis
The analysis consisted of organizing sons' responses into categories and indicators

of the variables discussed previously. The entire transcription of each interview was
organized into separate categories or indicaton of the variables and was read and re-read

a number of times to identifL certain properties and develop substantive codes for each
narrative. The organizatim of the data was guided by the four research questions and was
analyzed for cornmonalities and differences of each son's situation in caring for his
parent. The constant comparative method (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) was used for
analysis of the data This method consisted of moving the data back and forth within and
between the categories and indicators developed (constant comparative) and assessing for
similarities and differences between these categories and indicators resulting in the
emergence of specific themes andlor patterns. The data analysis identified adult son
caregivers' interpretative -es

of reference regarding their attitudes of filial

responsibility surrouflding the social support they and others provided to their parents.

The data were arranged and rearranged until some masure of coherence became evident
(Kirby and McKema, 1989).

Organization of the study's fiadings
The following three chapters are organized according to the processes, patterns,

and attitudes emerging fiom sons' descriptions of their caregiving experiences. In
Chapter Four, findings are presented in relation to adult son caregivers experiences with

changuig parent-son relationships, the kinds of care addt sons provicieci, the nature of
their caregiving behaviours and, how adult sons viewed the lcind of care others (i-e.,
siblings, farnily relatives and professional care agencies) provided for their older parents.

In Chapter Five, the reasons for sons caring behaviours and the effect of the nature of
social support tasks on the filial responsibility attitudes of adult son caregiven are
discussed. Chapter Six concludes the thesis with a brief summary of the study findings, a
discussion of the theoretical significance of the kduigs, the practid implications of
adult sons' caregiving participation, the limitations of the study and suggestions for
future research on parent care.

CHAPTER FOUR
Processes and Patterns of Caregiving
This chapter reports on finduigs fiom the ikst and second research questions of

the study. The first research question addressed what types of care adult sons provide for
their older parents with physicai, cognitive, W o r emotional needs. The second research
question asked the following "What is the nature of these caregiving behaviours?' The

25 adult sons inteMewed were actively involved in providuig care to older parents. Many
distinct processes and patterns of caregivïng emerged fiom their narratives. This chapter

examines sons' active involvement in parent care.
The chapter is divided into three main sections. F i a the following caregiving
processes experienced by d u i t sons are identified: role-reversal in parent-son relations;
sons' process of realization; reports of parents' process of adjustrnent; circumstances
under which Gare was provided; and location of care. The second part of the chapter
identifies the caregiving patterns of adult sons' help with social support tasks. The
caregiving patterns of adult sons are identified as providers of care and behind-the-scenes

care. Fhdhgs are also presented as to how adult sons described the caregiving patterns of
others (spouses, siblings, and professional care-workers) involved in their parents' care.
The third and h a 1 section of the chapter provides a summary of the findings and a
cornparison of these findings to previous research.
Processes of caregiving
It was found that the sociodemographic characteristics of sons and their older
parents did not significantly influence the way care was provided by these adult sons.
However, these characteristics noted in Table 3.2 did provide a context for the sons and

their parents caregiving situations. As indicated earlier (see Table 3.2), sons reported a
variety of different parental living arrangements. These Living arrangements ranged fiom
parents living on their own to parents residing in personal care homes. Furtherrnore, sons
reported that their parents experienced physicai, cognitive, a d o r emotional impairments

(see Table 3.2). These impairments included such conditions as agitation, Alzheimer's
disease, angina, amiety, arthritis, depression, deterioration of bone strength, diabetes,

cardiovascdar conditions (strokes, heart attacks), and rnemory loss. Although sons were
at different stages in their parents' care, signi-ficant themes emerged regarding the

processes sons experienced in providing care for their older parents.

Role-reversal. A noticeable shifi in parent-son relations was evident when
parents became less independent. Sons and parents expenenced a reversal of roles. It was
clear fiom the interviews that sons felt that their parents were reverting to child-like roles

and they were assuming the role of parents. This role reversal was a result of parents'
increased dependency on their sons to perform h c t i o o s of everyday life. A son, who

was caring for his mother and mother-in-law in his home. descnbed how he felt about
t h i s role reversal:

Hàving my Zfe soomewhat scheduled now by the neeris of another family
member t h w s us Rimi of back into the chiid-rearing ages which I thoughr
was[sic/ sort of behind us. (Caregiver 15)

Whereas sons were used to hawig their parents live independently, it was now the case

tbat their parents required frequent attention sirnilar to that of a child It was evident fiom
sons' narratives that dl had experienced a progression of dependency shifts within their
parentson relationships. One respondent, who was living with his mother, stated "She

relies on me to live" (Caregiver 5). Another son, who helped with the care of both his
parents until their deaths, described the process of thîç dependency shift:
Things chonged over the years. you just started doing more and more for
your parents ar things went on. (Caregiver 25)

Sons expressed how they moved into the role of the authority figure which

was a

complete reversa1 of parent-children relationships or responsibilities. For example, a son,
helping with the care of his mother living on her o w q explained,
She was the aulhorityfigure andprovided the mre and thar sort of hrnzs
around three hundred and sLxty degrees and now ir 's the opposite where
I'm mnking more of the deczsiom (Caregïver 14)

Similarly, another son, who, along with his wife, was providing care to his father living
on his own, stated matter-of-factly:
We 're [son and clmghter-Ni-lawjmaking ali the decisions for him which
is a total role reversalfiorn when we were ki& O M parents were making
al( the decisionsfor m. (C-er
19)

Sons often used child-like characteristics to describe their parents. These references
indicate an awareness of this shift in roles. A son who was helping with the care of his
mother living in a supportive housing complex observed, "It's kind of like seeing her as a

kid now" (Caregiver 8). Another son, who was sharing the care for his father with his
brother, remarked, "We're babysitting him now" (Caregiver 10). Moreover, sons made
fkequent references to how they had assumed the role of parenting, m e r highlighting
role reversal. Regardless of their present living arrangements with their parents, each son
expressed degrees of dependency shifts with their parents over time.

Just under half of the respondents indicated that role reversal was something they
did not expect. As one son recalled about his mother for whom he had provided care for

many years in her house and ultimately in a personai Gare home, '4 guess 1 figureci she

wouldn't ever need any care" (Caregiver 3). For another son, whose rnother was living in
a supportive housing cornplex, this role revend, "[wlas not part of the plan" (Caregiver
17). The rnajority of sons (n=19) ofien reflected on how their parents had been healthy,

independent people and these reflections made accepting the shift in roles somewhat
difficdt. For example, a son who provided care for his mother with Alzheimer's disease

for many years until her de& explained:
The hardes1 fhing to deal with is this kind of role reversal where you're
taking on the role of the parent and that wasn 't the way it was supposed to
be. you 're supposed tu be taking core of me. (CaregNer 7)

Another son, who was caring for his mother living in a house beside him, described how

he was used to seeing his parents:
You never think of yota parents as gelring old and needing your care, you
jut don 't think rhat way when you 'reyounger. (Caregiver 21)

About a third of the respondents expressed the idea that dealing with role reversal was
not a positive experience. This is evident in the following comment by a son whose
mother and mother-in-law were living with him and his wife:
It 3 not a positive experience to have t h incre&g dependence and rhe
roLe reversai Oeiweenparent and chdd. (Caregiver 15)

Whereas just under half of the sample reported this role reversal as something they did
not expect, the remainder of the sample expressed that, sooner or later, they would be

faced with this shift in parent-son relations and this role reversal was a natural
progression in the life course. For example, a son, who had cared for his mother until her
death, remarked, "It sort of just evolved as a natural thing" (Caregiver 25).
Whether or not sons expected this role reversal with their parents, once they

became immersed in parent care the majonty of sons experienced a process of realization

in understanding what was happening to the3 parents and what was required for their

parents' situation.
Process of realization. Sons experienced a prwess of realization about what was

happening to their parents in tenns of their ability to do things for themselves and what
would be required as a resuIt Even though some sons expected that the day would corne

that their parents would need help, grasping the reality of how their parents were now and
what needed to be done did not happen automatically. For example, a son, whose mother

was living with him and his wïfe, described his process of realization:
I guess I thought t h I would be capable of looking afer m .mother or my
father or both untd they passed a w q . f i t I didn 't reolize war the degree
of dzflculîy. We didn 't really realize how she was living. m e n we got
down to the aparfment we realized at that point she really shouldn't be
living alone. (Caregiver 20)

Another son recalled how he began to realize the severity of his mother's situation:
I moved back in with her mil we CO&

gel her snaightened out info an
apartment or sornething so she could manage but ut thor tirne ir became
really apparent that there was something very, very wrong that was way
beyondjust forge@lness. (Caregiver 7)
Most respondents noted that it took some adjusting on their part to realize that

theü parents would require help uever More needed, A son described his adjustment to

having his mother and mother-in-law become more dependent on him and his wife:
Their@uilty necessitared a degree of phyical dependence, and accepting
thar. and adjmting to it, andflnding a best wuy to provide thnr plrysical
support was not an easy choice. We didn't plan fwe years ago that we
wouki have both rnoms Iiving with us. thut xs o bit of a surprise.
(Caregiver 15)
Similarly, most sons (n=17) expressed that they were not used to seeing their parents as
older dependent people. As one son commented about his mother with whom he had

lived for many years until her placement in a personal care home, 'She wasn't the sarne

girl!" (Caregiver 3). Another son, whose father, pnor to king placed in a personal care
home, had Lived on his own for many years, stated, "The hard part is to watch h m be the
person he wasn't a few years ago" (Caregiver 18).
Most sons described the pragmatic approach they took in adjusting to the situation
that faced them. They talked about the reality of the situation. One son said about his
father living in a personal care home, "There are some things you have no cootrol over"
(Caregiver 9). Another son, who was caring for his father living in a house beside him,
reflected, "Well, right fiom day one I said that's the way it is and there is no use fighting
it" (Caregiver 16). One quarter of the respondents attributed their parents' behaviour to
the aging process. This aging process is described by a son whose mother had recently

moved into a seniors' residence afler living on her own for many yean. He stated, "It's
sort of a natural course of aging, 1 mean it's to be expected" (Caregiver 14). Sirnilarly,
another son cornmented about his mother's sometimes erratic behaviour. He remarked, "1

think this is all part of aging, you know, her memory and so on" (Caregiver 20).
Adult sons who \erre only children (n=7) described their own unique process of
redization, that is, realizing that they are the only ones left in the family to take on this
role. For example, a son, who was helping with the care of his father residing in a
personal care home, stated:
1expected to have to do this [caring for hisfarher] becnuse i f sjw part of
being the on& one lep. (Caregiver 18)

Another son, who was providing care to his rnother living in a seniors' residence, felt
that, 'Tm an only child and 1 have no choice" (Caregiver 14). Sons who were only

children because of the death of a sibling or siblings ( ~ 3 expressed
)
very similar
sentiments about changes in the relationship with their parents. For example, a son,

whose brother had died some years ago and who was providing care to his rnother living

on her own, stated, "There was no one there, there was a need" (Caregiver 21). A son,
who was providing care to his mother living in her own apartment, whose sister had died
of cancer, expresse& "1 didn't really stand for election for this job, I was acclaimed"
(Caregiver 11).

In addition to sons attempting to understand what was happening to their parents
and adjusting to how theu parents were now and what was required, sons also described
parents' atternpts to adjust to their situations.

Perceived parents' process of adjustment. The majority of sons indicated the
difficulty their parents were having in adjushg to their lot in Life. That is, sons reported
that their parents were having a harà time adjusting to their increased dependence on

others and their loss of parental roles. A common theme that surfaced throughout sons'
descriptions was the issue of their parents wanting to maintain control of the situation.
This sometimes conflicted with sons seeing the need to take control of the situation. For
example, a son describeci the conffict he experienced with his mother who suffered from
Alzheimer's:

She was not able to look afrr her housework and her regular Ihings as
she should have and she very much resented me doing anyihzng inride the
home. She wouldn 't mind if1 went ourside and dzd n little outside work as
long as she could contrd it but she didn 't like us tuking over her l f e and
she rea(ly resented it when we moved in later on became as far as she was
concerned she couldn 't see the need for anybody to be there. (Caregiver
3)
He went on to Say:

-v

mother refsed laundky services. she re@ed any kznd of hefping hand
and practically to the very end she r e e d everything. Everything hod to
be done her way. (Caregiver 3)

Simiiarly, one son lameated about the conflict he felt wÏth his parents who iived together
in their own home:
I f s the tough decisions and the road-blocks that I face when I do
something. you know. their lack of CO-operationbecause they're set in
fhezr wqys. (Caregiver 61
As parents becarne more dependent on othen for support, many sons reached or
were at a breaking point To them, it was necessary to take control of the situation to

prevent their parents' and their own situations fiom worsening. Ofleen this involved
convincing their parents that certain things had to be done to help them h c t i o n more
effectively. For example, a son explained how he tried to persuade his mother to move
into supportive housing, a move that eventually happened after much cajoling:
I pied to tak tu her about zt and she was v e w very. very much aguinst if.
She saw it as, "don 'r put me there that *swhere you go to die " and this
kind of stliffand, you know. "1don 't want to [ose my Peedom " We would
try tu explain thar it S gaining fieedom because you have more options
and everything but you couldn T men &ring up the subject wifh her.
(Curegïver 8)

Similady, another son recalled his experience when talkïng with his father about the idea
of a personal care home:
I was sort of mad at him at times because he didn 't want to go. Every rime
I would mention a he med tojly off the handle. (Caregier 9)

One respondent described this stress of 'selling' ideas to help his father to live more
comfortably and d e l y on his own by commenting, "It's convuicing him that that's the
type of situation needed That's the bard part" (Caregiver 19). Simïlarly, a son who was

providing care to his mother living on her own explained, "It was really tough because
trying to tell somebody else what's good for them is not easy" (Caregiver 11). As well,

sorne of the sons were trying to 'sell' their parents on certain ideas to help ease their own

situation as much as their parents'. For example, a son lamented about his situation with

his mother who lived in a house next door to him:
I've been Qing to get her this LifeLine and she refiLses to gel if. She
final& agreed to it last week because I really got upset. I suys it 's not for
you it 's for me so I con go away for a couple of +s or else I have [O be
conrtantly there. (Caregiver 21)

Many sons felt their parents were having difficuity accepting the reality of the

situation. As one son said about his father who lived in a personal care home, 'We's just
lost touch with reality" (Caregiver 9). Similarly, another son, who had his rnother and
mother-in-law living with him and his wife, commente&

I think it S been very hard for thent to accept it both in terrns of receivzng
the care thor they are getting but also Ni accepting their own reality.
(Caregiver 15)
As well, many sons (n=19) felt that their parents were fnistrated with their loss of

independence. They were upset at not king able to do the things they were so
accustomed to doing. For example, a son, whose father lived in a house next door to him
and suffered fiom Alzheimer's, described his father's increased frustration with his loss

of independence:
M y dad has always been a person who has been very murh in control and
you could see him getting a littlefmtrated (C~regiver16)

Another son commented about his mother who lived on her own and needed fiequent
care fiom him. He remarked, "1 don? think she's happy about king dependent on me"
(Caregiver 11). Specifically, activities such as preparing their own meals, living
independently, and driving were difficult for many parents to give-up. Just under half the
sons stated that the hardest thing they had to do was take their parent's driver's license
away. As one son said about his father who lived next door to him:

He didn't wunt to give up his driver's liceme although deep down lie
knows he won7 drive ugain but it S the ideu t h he 's not giving up.
(Caregiver 16)
n i e majority of sons ( ~ 2 2 described
)
their parents as independently strong people and
understood why their parents were having a hard t h e accepting this increased

dependence. As a son said about his mother with whom he and his wife lived for many
years in her house:
She was a very independent womm and she sure didn 't like me taking
over her Ife or mamgintg her lifé. (Caregiver 3)
Moreover, he descn'bed his mother's feelings when he and his wife moved in with her
because she could no longer function independently on her own:

She definztely resented our intruding. We were i d i n g and she toid me
to go home more t h once qFer I moved in (Caregiver 3)
Many sons (n=15) expressed the stress and frustration they felt because of their
parents treating them like children. Most of these sons felt this was a result of their
parents stiU adjushg to their new situation For example, a son, whose father lived in a
personal care home, described his father's treatment of him:

I mean they play the parent role right to the end. . . I'rn stiil the child. it 's
I say when 1 soy, a d thut's not very objective, it's not very healthy(Caregiver 18)
Another son, whose father also resided in a pesonal care home, felt his father took the
stance that 'Tt's my way or the highway sort of thing" (Caregiver 9).

Màny sons (n=22) reported that their process of realization and deaiing wïth their
parents' process of adjustment was emotionally taxing. One son, who had his mother
living with him and his wife, explained, 'Tt's an emotional sawdE dl the time on what
you're doing" (Caregiver 20). SirnilarIy, another son, who had his mother and mother-in-

law living with him and his wife, said, "On the emotional side, it's been a roiler coaster"
(Caregiver 15). Another son, whose mother lived next door to hm7 put it this way,
cEmoti~nal.ly
nght now I'm under a lot of stress" (Caregiver 2 1).
As sons were faced witb their own process of realization and their parents'

process of adjustrnent, certain circumstances were evident under which care was provided
to older parents. The specific circumstances ïnvolved either a gradua1 or sudden
detenoration of their parents' ability to do things for themselves.

Circumstances of care. For the majority of sons (n=18), the ability of their
parents to do things on fheir own gradually deteriorated over time because of physical,
cognitive, and/or emotional impairments. Gradua1 deterioration of parents7 abilities
resdted in the sons' care evolving over time or gradually progressing. According to a son
whose mother had Alzheimer's, "Over time my rnother becarne less able to do things and
1just did more and more for ber" (Caregiver 7). Similarly, another son described the

graduai deterioration of his mother's ability to perform certain activities of daily living:
She 's just gradually got more fiail and more fiail and more fiail. I mean
if 'sjusf a very d oW. grodual process. (Caregiver I -I)
Conversely, there were sons ( ~ 7who
) were thrust into a caregiving role quite
suddenly as a result of the parent having an accident or expenencing a sudden
deterioration in hisher physical, cognitive, andor emotional state. For example, a son,
who lived with his mother, explaineci how her sudden onset of physical disability affected
hirn and his brother

My mother developed a heurt problem so il was Zike almost extremely
sudden, one day she was ut home the next drry we were with her.
(Curegiver 2)

Another son described how his mother had experîenced a serious accident and his father
suddenly had no one to rely on which thnist the son into the role of having to do a great
deal for his parents.

In addition to descnbing the onset of a r e , sons reporteci many similar experiences
when it came to deciding what choices they had in tenns of evaluating the level and
location of care needed by their parents.

Location of care. It was f o n d that the majority of sons experienced the situation

of their parents needing increased care, but not to the point where they would have to
place them in personal Gare homes. As a son simply stated about the situation of his
mother and mother-in-law living with him and his wife, "In both cases they [mother and
mother-in-lawJ were really not ready for a personal care home" (Caregiver 15) or as
another son said about his 79 year old father who Iived on his own:
I don 't think he 's rhat close to a personal care home because he S still
basicaffyfünctiomi on his o w n afthough with a lot of outside hefp
(Caregiver 1O)
The situation of parents not needing to be in a personal care home was strongly

influenced by sons' impressions of personai care homes and sons wanting to help their
parents remain at home. For example, one son, whose rnother eventuaiiy went to a
personal care home but Iived on her own for many years with his help, stated:
Many, many people in nlasing homes are not si& they don 'Ineed nurses.
. . Mas> people could take care of the person they love in the community
with a littie bit more support. I thznk gyou could encourage a famiy
mernber to take on the role of a caregiver it is much berter than dumping
t h offsomewhere. Many cnregivers do not want to get rid of the person
but they need help. (Caregiver 7)

Some sons (n=ll) expressed their initial disdain for personai care homes and how they

viewed them as warehouses and dumping grounds for old people. Many sons (n=15)

reported that at one t h e they saw personal care homes as the final chapter in their
parents' lives where old people go to die and where once you're in you don? corne out. A
few sons (n=4) went as far as promising theû parents that they would never place them in
a personal care home. The majority of sons (n=23) expressed the importance of providing
the opportunity for their parents to live on their own for as long as possible. For example,
a son, who was helping his father Iive on his own, explained the importance he placed on
providing this opportunity for older parents:
They worked all th& [ives so they c m retire and be at home and enjoy
their home and ifthe first szgn of trouble you ship them ouf undput them
Ni n nursing home or to a seniors' place you are not giving them the
opportunity to take care of themsefves.(Caregiver 19)

Similarly, another son, who was also helping his father live on his own, felt that some
people "Just Say, hey, stick them in a home and let other people take care of the problem"
(Caregiver 20).
In summary, although the caregiving situations of sons varie4 it was clear that the

majority of sons progressed through a number of similar stages leading up to the actual
provision of care. Each son ïndicated his experïence of role reversai with his parent(s)
and the process of redizing what was happening to his parent(s) and what would be
required Furthemiore, sons described the process of adjustment their parents experienced

and the confiict between their parents wanting control and the need for the sons to take
control. Moreover, it was found that sons provided care either because of the gradua1 or
sudden deterioration of their parents' fiuictional abilities and their feeling that, at specific
points in their relationship, their parents required care to keep them living in the
community. The next part of this chapter describes the specific types of care sons
provided and how they provided it

Types of a r e provided

In providing care to oider parents, these addt sons parti-cipated in complex and
often exhausting undertakings. As a son descnbed his situation with his mother, who had
experienced a stroke and who tived in a supportive housing complex:
There seem to 6e nuances that are dflerent in every individuaZ and rhe
fact flhnr you c m 7 realty determine everything about the person or how
severe if was or what the efects have been. So there k no cornmon recipe
tofollow as tu wholyou c m do to help. (Caregiver 17)

For many sons, not having this 'cornmon recipe' to foliow in caring for older parents was
at tirnes stressful. As one son, caruig for his mother living in a home next door to his,

said, "1 find that ifs pretty demanding" (Caregiver 21). Moreover, many sons noted the
great deal of time and effort it took to provide care to older parents. A son, who was
providing care to his mother and mother-in-law stated, "[m]y new career is caregiving"
(Caregiver 15). Similady, another son described how his environment was changing:
I have a mother-in-lm who had a messive stroke who b physicalïy fine
but she has losr her speech andshe cornes here Nt the winter lime su I have
my &d n a door and my rnother-in-lm here, it 's Iike an old f d h home.
(Caregiver 16)

As descnbed in chapter two, caregiving behaviours can be explained in terms of
social support. When examining the different components of social support provided to
parents, it was found that sons codd be grouped into two categories. The first category
was made up of sons who helped their parents with IADL tasks, but who were not
generaily involved in the helping with ADL tasks. While this first category of adult son
caregivers expressed little involvement in ADL tasks, they did report that they provided

many hours a week of emotional support and companionionship for their parents. The
second category included sons who helped with both IADL and ADL tasks for their

parents. Furthemore, these sons also reported spenduig many hours a week providing
emotional support and companionship for their parents. nierefore, the ody difference

between the two categories was that there was a group of sons (n = 12) who provided for
their parents' ADL needs while others (n = 13) had Little invoIvement The following
section examines what sons did for their parents in terms of help with IADL and ADL
tasks, emotional support, and companionship.
IADL are. Adult sons were involved in a variety of IADL tasks (See Table 4.1).

Most sons (n=23) reported that they arranged for and supervised outside seMces (e-g.,
home care, V.0.N) for their parents to help them with things like meal preparation,
persona1 care tasks (bathing, dressing, etc.), and household work. Sons who arranged for

and supervised outside services for their parents spent rnany hours during the week

making sure everything was in place for their parents. The sons who had parents
receiving formai services (n=24) indicated they constantly monitored the care that was
provided by these professional agencies ( e g , Home Care, VON, etc.). Al1 sons (n=25)
indicated that throughout their adult relationship with their parents they had frequently
helped with tasks such as cleaning, preparing meals, yard work, and home repairs when
n e e d d As well, some sons (n=10) reporteci that, on a regular basis, they made sure that
their parents were taking their medication properly. Over half (n=16) of the sons said
they regularly grocery shopped for their parents as well as shopped for other things their
parents requested (e-g., clothes, items for the house, etc.). n i e rnajority of sons (n=19)
indicated that they frequentiy provided transportation for their parents to go to social
events, doctor appointments, shopping, a d o r visiting relativedfnends.

Table 4.1 IADL tasks provided by adult sons
IADL Tasks

Sons (N = 25)
n
Y0
Arranging for and supervishg outside services 23
92

1 Household work

25

LOO

Supervising medications
Shopping
Transportation
In-home mobility
Money management

Uany sons (n=16) describecl how they would do things around the house to heip their
parents with mobility. For example, one son adjusted his dad's bed so he could get in and
out of bed more easily. Most sons (n=21) indicated that they made sure the environment

their parents were living in was safe (e-g., appropriate handrails in certain areas of the
home) and would discourage their parents fkom doing certain things so they would not

hurt themselves (e-g., changing light bulbs). All but one son (n=24)were the primary
rnoney managers for their parents. Specificdly, most sons had power of attorney for their

parents (n=18), and their activities included regular banking, providing parents with

financial advice, andor preparing parents' incorne tax foms.
There were noticeable ~ i ~ l a r i t i evident
es
in the ways adult sons described the
time and fiequency they spent in providing emotional support, companionship, and help

with IADL tasks for their parents. Al1 respondents felt that most of their week was taken

up in arrangïng for, and s u p e ~ s i n g formal
,
services, providing emotional support and
companionship, and regularly providing help with IADL tasks. However, as mentioned

previously, it was found that sons could still, despite these sdarities, be grouped into
two categories because of the finding that there was a contingent of sons who were also
involved in providing help with ADL tasks for their parents.
ADL a r e . Just under half the sample ( ~ 1 2 provided
)
for certain personal needs
of their parents. More specifically, some sons reported that they helped their parents with
eating, grooming, S ~ O W ~ M
bathing,
&
toiletiog, bed =fer,

a d o r dressing For

example, one son, whose mother lived wiîh him. helped bathe her every Saturday
evening. Another son, whose mother and father lived together in their own home,

regulariy helped his father bathe. Here is how he described it:

Ifwas something that had to be done. I never thought about il. If had to be
done. It concernai me the hefirst time bat now we work together at il. It S
not like I bathe him rnyse(fbut we work together al it . - . He does thefiont
end. 1 do the back end (Caregiver 6)
A few sons (n=3) shared their experiences of having to heIp their parents with their

incontinence. For example, one son, whose mother lived next door to hirn, described his
experience with her incontinence, "A couple of times she's had an accident and I had to
clean her up but I don't mind doing that" (Caregiver 21). Other sons (n=2) reported that
they regularly cared for their parents' personal needs until they arranged for outside

seMces to take that role. For example, one son whose father lived next door to him
noted:
1 hud a routine when I wm bathing him and showering him and cleaning
him up. I changed the razors und c k g e d the toothpaste and made sure
there w m deodorant in his bag and everything (Coregiver 161
A small number of sons (n=4) cared for theV parents' persona1 needs due to certain

specific circumstances. For example, one son descnbed how his mother wouid not let
home care help with her personal needs. Therefore, he ofien had to do it. He stated:

1speM d l evenzngfeedzng my mothm, looking Mer her. getting her reaciy
for bed because she didn 't wunt r h ~lady
t here. (Caregiver 3)
Another son cared for his mother's personal needs while she recovered fiom an accident
that limiteci her ability to perfom certain daily functions such as eating, dressing, and
persona1 hygiene. Moreover, these sons indicated that they helped their parents with
personal needs when the situation calleci for i t For example, one son described a situation
he had with his mother on a plane:
She said, "Ger me a nurse" and I said. "Why? " She said "well, I need
sumebody to help me go to the baihroum. " I said "dear, I am the nurse"
and she was quite taken aback &y rhai. (Caregiver I I )
Whether or not sons helped with their parents LADL/ADL tasks, al1 reported that they

were providers of emotional support and constant cornpanions to their older parents.
Emotional support. Al1 respondents reported that they provided fiequent
emotional support to their older parents. Examples of emotional support provided by
these sons included listering to their parents' problems, encouraging their parents to use
the abilities they still had7 and chdlenging hem to do things for themselves. A son,
whose mother lived in a supportive housing cornplex, commented about the importance
of her emotional state on his ability to help her, "If she's not happy, I'm not happy"
(Caregiver 17). One son expressed the importance of having his father, who lived on his

own, do things for himself, "1 try not to do the things 1 laiow he can do" (Caregiver 10).
Another son said about his mother still living on her own, "1 think it's important that
she's challenged somewhat to do whaî she can do" (Caregiver 12).
Things Iike keeping their parents' min& active and keeping their parents7
thoughts alive were fiequently referred to by sons when describing the importance of
emotional support for their parents. Many sons expressed how emotionally tiring this

could get for them. One son, whose mother lived on her own, stated, cc[e]motional
dependency is a big piece of what I stmggle with in my mother" (Caregiver 22).
Simîlarly, another son descn'bed the relationship with his mother with whom he and his
brother lived in her house, "She needs us ernotionally sometimes more than she needs us
physically" (Caregiver 2). This emotional component translated into sons being fiequent
cornpanions to their older parents.
Companionship Sons were fiequent cornpanions to their parents. Thîs
companionship included elements of visiting on a regular basis, taking thern on fiequent
and regular social outings, andlor discussing current &airs with them on a regular basis.
For example, a son stated about his mother and mother-in-Iaw who lived with him and his
wife, "They need somebody there to kind of just talk" (Caregiver 15). The majority of
sons describeci how their parents had lost the sense of cornpanionship they had with their
spouses, extended family members, and/or friends due to death or cognitive disability,
and sons were needed to fili this void For example, a son, who provided many years of
care to his mother until her dath, described a loss of companionship his mother had

experienced by stating, 'Dnce my mother got panelled, her niece stopped seeing my
mother" (Caregiver 4). Similarly, another son, when his mother was placed in a personal
care home, remarked, "Her fnends didn't want to go over there [personal care home]"
(Caregiver 7). These losses of relationships resulted in many sons t a h g over the
pnmary role of cornpanion for their parents. For example, a son explained his situation
with his rnother who lived in a personal care home:

men he I;futher] die4 then al1 of a surldn there's nobody to actually
confide in or diseuss things with or this sort of thing su the next move is
Z 'mthe oldest son and I t d e over. (Caregiver 23)

A consistent theme that surfàced fiequently was the importance of parents having

fiequent contact with friends or family. For example, a son described his father living on
his own in this way, W e needs the human contact, he's a social animal" (Caregiver 10).
Another son explained the importance of contact with family for his rnother:

I know my motherjust enjoys my brother and myselfeing there even f w e
are j t l ~ f watching TV and no worak are spoken, jurt k i n g somebody
there. (Caregiver 2)
Furthermore, many sons expressed the desire to minimize their parents' isolation A son
described what he did to achieve this for his mother:
A-@ rnother te& to be very Ionely so whol I do is a lot of rimes I will try to
get her out ofthe house. (Caregiver 2)

Another son, whose parents lived together in their own home, stated, "1 wish 1 codd get
them out more" (Caregiver 6), and another son said about his father who resided in a
penonal care home, "1 try to encourage him to go out" (Caregiver 9). Sons described in
detail how important emotiod support and companionship were for their parents and the
great deal of time and high degree of fiequency they spent involved in these types of
care. Sons indicated that they saw their parents on a regular basis during the week
(ranghg fiom three to seven days a week) and much of their t M e was spent providing for

the emotional needs of their parents (ranging fiom one hour to thirteen hours a day). Al1
sons reported Frequently performing IADL tasks for their older parents. Furthermore,
sons had a difficult tirne calculating the specific times and fiequemies they spent on
caregiving tasks because of the variability they experienced fiom week to week in the
time spent with their parents, their jobs, and their families.

Overall, just under W o f the adult sons (n=12) indicated bt,in addition to their
involvement in LADL tasks, emotional support, and companionship for their older

parents, they also provided help with persooal tasks such as baîhing, showering,
grooming, toileting' eating, andlor dressing. Although there was this distinction between
the addt son caregivers (help with IADL,/ADL tasks), specific themes emerged to capture

how adult sons in both categories of caregivers provided care for their parents. A closer
examination is needed of the specific patterns describing the multi-dimensional nature of
sons' caregiving involvernent

Patterns of Caregiving
AI1 sons, regardless of the level of their involvernent in helping with IADL and/or
ADL tasks, described themselves as being providers of care for their parents. More

specifically, both categories of adult son caregivers were providers of care to their parents
that involved components offill the gap care, constant contact m e , and collaborator m e e

Providers of care
Sons described a dimension of their caregiving involvement as being providers of

care to their parents. Three categones emerged f?om the data thaî capture how adult sons
described being providers of care to their parents. The three categories included fill the
gap care, constant contact care, and collaborator care.
Fil1 the gap. A common component of adult sons' caregiving involvement was

filling the gap of what was required for their older parents. That is, sons would try to fi11
the gap between the care their parents were receiving from others (professional
caregivers, family members, etc.) and what their parents needed As well, sons were also
attempting to fill in for what their parents codd not do for themselves. For exampie, one
son, who lived with his mother, would cut her toenails for her because she was unable to
bend over and do it herself Another son, whose rnother Iived on her own, wouid make

sure he would do the maintenance around her house because she was quite h i 1 and codd
fall. Because of sons' comrnitments, desires and/or responsibilities in their own lives, at
times they tried to minimize the fnequency and time they would spend on doing things for
their parents. For example, one son simply remarked that when it carne to the care of his

mother who resided in a supportive housing complex, "I'm deding with my life, my life
is very busy and [I'm] fitting in these little niches to deal with h e p (Caregiver 17).
Another son described how he and his wife wodd try to organize their lives around his
mother and mother-in-law:
We kznd of schedule our week around what else is going on with their
neeak and then hy tu finà the holes that I confit in some of our personal
activities. (Caregiver 25)

Many sons (n=20) commented on the struggle they felt in trying to juggle their
own comrnitrnents to work and family as well as their desire for their own time to do the

things they wanted to do in their lives. A son, who cared for his mother living in a
supportive housing complex, commented:
With business. with your own famiiy, and things are busy und sometimes
you have a leisure moment and. oh geez, you goi to go do this for your
mother. (Caregiver 17)

Many sons (n=23) expressed the difficulty of juggling their pxiorities of family, work
andor personal c o d t m e n t s with parent care responsibilities. For example, a son
explained the conflicting responsibilities he had with his own family, his job, and his time
spent on caring for his mother before her death:

I would muuh'y get home f j b m being over at his rnother S] at eight or
nine o 'dock and have to deal with my ownfarnily. As weZl my job was very
demanding at the tinte, very, very stressfil. (Caregiver 7)

Many sons experienced the conflict between dohg things for their parents with the desire
to have time for a social life a d o r do things they had planned to do with their spouses
W o r families (i.e., retirement plans, vacations). For example, one son described how his

social Life had k e n affecîed by living with his mother in her home:

I mean I men fun? down people phoning up and saying corne over to our
place for a whde or let's go out here and do thar. I cm?? do it. 1 have no
time on my own. (Careglver 5)
S d a d y , a son, whose mother lived with him, commenteci when it came to having time

for himself, "1 don't get out usually, very seldom" (Caregiver 13). Moreover, sons
expressed the importance of their parents having some degree of independence that
required sons to keep their distance fiom their parents. Many sons felt their parents
needed to do things for themselves so they could rnaintain a certain feeling of
independence in their lives. Sons reported that doing too much for their parents codd be
counterproductive and lead to total dependency on the part of the parent One son, whose
mother lived on her owq stated "1 do tbings for her but 1 thin.it's important that she
keeps her independence as much as possible'' (Caregiver 12). h o t h e r son described how

he provided care to his father living on his own:
nere's a lot of things I could do for him but I won 't do simply became I
want him co rnaintain the independence. 1 wunt him to maintain his meml
independence. (Caregiver 10)

For the majority of these sons, quality time for themselves was affected by carïng
for older parents. One son, who provided care to his father living on his own and whose
wife was caring for her older mother living in a personai care home, rernarked:
Alrhough we 've sort of seffledthings down to a schedule, there s t i .seem
not enough fime in the day to accornplish o w [ives and support theirs.
(Caregnter 19)

Some sons (n=5) made reference to the tem 'sandwich generation' to describe their
situation. A married son, whose father resided in a supportive housing complex outside
the city, explained:

We 're this generation that is caughl in the mi&Ie, this kind of sandwich
generation between your ownf i e kids and seniors. fCoregÏver 18)

Another son, who had three children living at home and who cared for his mother and
father Living together in their own home, described his situation:

I have [O schedvle my life to support them. look Mer my children, a d
support the family. So to me I guess I have to give up a fav years ofmy
/if.There 's always light ar the end of the tunnel but whar kind of l f e it is 1
don 't know. (Caregiver 6 )
Addt sons, at certain stages in their caregiving relationship with their parents,
attempted to fil1 the gap for what w e was needed by their parents. As well, al1 sons
described their caregiving involvement in tems of having to provide constant contact
types of care at certain stages in their caregiving relationships with their parents.
Constant contact. It was evident that sons provided some degree of constant

contact care for their parents at specific points in the caregiving relationship. This degree
of constant contact care ranged anywhere £kom sons seeing their parents every day to
talking to them on the phone every day. One son, whose mother lived with him,

explained this constant contact care for her by stating, "1 have never had one day oEfrom

taking care of h e r (Caregiver 13). More specifically, constandy caring for a parent put
most of &ese sons o n d l 24 hours a day and required them to do things for their parents
on a moment's notice. For example, a son, who had his mother and mother-in-law living
with him and his wife, commentai:

I've gof a ce22 phone and I put the phone on cal2fumard su they Dome
care workers] can automaticah'j dia1 me if during the d v they need a

piece of infommtion or they 're worried about something they c m ger me
on the cell phone. I c m tell them I can corne home 17necessary. Thal 's
been very important to rnaking this a manageable situatim (Caregiver
15)

Sons felt they had to provide constant contact care to their parents because they were the
ones frequently relied upon by their parents to do things for them. Many sons recalled
significant experiences they had with their parents that required their immediate care and
attention. For example, for the majority of sons who had parents residing in personal care
homes, they were &en called on a moment's notice to corne to the home and take care of

certain situations, such as the parent exhibithg unusual behaviour to the staff, the parent
having an accidenî, and/or helping with care when the personal a r e home was
understaffed One son commented about the care his mother was receiving fiom the
personal care home:
Who takes care of rhem? The nursing home? No, they hmen 't got rime,
they 're tmderstfled and this sort of thing so you need that constant
contact. (Caregiver 23)

In addition, most sons in this shidy experienced their parents having falling
episodes that required them to closely monitor the parents' situation. As one son
cornrnented about older people in relation to his own experiences with his mother, 'They

fa11 many times, these old peopley' (Caregiver 4). Safety concerns for the parents,
whether they lived on their own or in a personal Gare home, were a strong influence on
how much time sons spent caring for their parents. A son, who cared for both his mother
and father d l their de&,

remarked, "It's almost like if there was a training course of

how to age safely it would be wonderful for people" (Caregiver 25). Because of their
parents' age as well as their physical and cognitive abilities, sons wouid routinely check
on their parents. This would sometimes take them away from other responsibilities they

had with their work or families. For example, a son who lived with his d e r in her
home, reported that just simply getting out of the house to build his business was a
hardship. He stated, "1 can't leave here because if she should ever fall when I'm gone
what's going to happen7'He went on to say, ' M y mom is [of] utmost importance nght
now. I've dropped everything else" (Caregiver 5). Similarly, one son, who cared for both

his parents until their death, descnbed how the need to be coIlSfantly m o n i t o ~ ghis
parents' situation was keeping him "[flrorn eaming an incorne" (Caregiver 25).
Because of their parents' physical, cognitive, and/or emotional challenges, sons

expressed that the welfme and safety of their parents were always on their mind For
example, a son, whose mother lived with him and his wife, commented:
You have to concentrate on whnl you're doing. II requires a very high
Ievel of concentration simply for sufety and when you f e out there [afiom home] and al2 of a s d & n yow mind starts to wonder about, gee, I
wonder what 's going on at home (Caregiver 20).

Although sons were not always physically with their parents, many sons expressed how
engrossed they were with thinking about their parents' situation As one son rernarked
about the needs of his mother and mother-in-Iaw who lived with him and his wife, "1
have to be conscious of the mothers' needs throughout the day" (Caregîver 15).
With sons having to be on-cal1 24 hours a day and always having their parents'
situation on their mind, their caregiving involvement also included a component of
wllaborating with others in order to offset the high degree of time and effort it took to

care for their older parents.
Collaborator. It was found that d l sons provided care to an older parent with

varying degrees of help fiom a wife, family members, sibling, and/or professional
organizations. Many sons wodd describe what was done for their parents more in terms

of what 'we did' as opposed to what '1 did' Moreover, sons made references to how they
worked as a team or were in partnership with a sibling, wife, family member, and/or
professional organization in caring for their parent For example, a son whose mother
resided in a personal Gare home, cornmenteci about his collaboration with his brother,
wife, and professionai caregivers of the personal care home: "We're al1 workuig together
to make sure that she is cornfortable there7' (Caregiver 23). Another son commented on
how his wife would do dungs for his mother who suffered kom Alzheimer's:
I'rn sure she [wife]w m ilching at her end. but she was gracious to go over
there [personal care home] ail the tirne and do rhxngs for her [mrher].
(Caregiver 41)

Four sons reported that they had at one hme hired a companion or private nurse to

look after some of the needs of their parents. These partnerships with a hired companion,
sibling, wife, &or

professionai caregiver usuaily involveci collaboraiive care for their

parents' IADL/ADL type needs. One son described this collaborative care for his mother:
We [ion and riaughter-in-lw would see her on average four times a
week. Four days OU^ of the seven. [Hired cornpanion] wouid conte one,
thar 's fve, aond I wouid try tu get my brother to go on a dzffererent dq.
(Caregiver 4)

Another son described his collaborative efforts with his brother in the care of his father:
L'L@ brother drops in a couple of times a week. I drop in a couple of fîmes a
week, so there 's always sorneone everyday. (Caregiver 10)
Adult sons' caregiving involvement was multi-dùnensional in nature and another

dimension of how duit sons described their caregiving involvement included behind-thescenes type care.

Behind-t be-scenes care

Al1 sons described part of their caregiving involvement as behind-the-scenes
caregivers for their parents. This h d of care had more to do with the organization of
care for their parents than it did with the actual provision of care. For example, one son,
whose mother lived on her own, described part of his caregiving relationship with her in
these terms, "1 sort of keep b e h d the scenes so 1 know what's happening . . . I'm in the

background, I'm watching h e f (Caregiver 12). Sons reported that they routinely
involved themselves in behind-the-scenes types of care for their parents, and that this
generdly included advocating on behalf of their older parents needs, constantly planning
the care being provided by others.
for what was needed, and s u p e ~ s i n g

Advocacy care. Regardless of the parents7 living arrangements, sons spent a
considerable amount of t h e advocating on their parents' behalf in the sense of knowing
the needs of older people and trying to see what dieir parents were dealing with through
their eyes. For example, a son, whose mother resided in a supportive housing complex,

described the importance of understanding her point of view

I can uppreciatefiom an older person 's point of view giving îhings up and
giving up her house- She didn 't Iike it. (Caregiver 17)
As another son commented about dealing with his two older parents who lived together in
their own home, "You got [sic] to deal with older people differently than you deal with

other people'' (Caregiver 6). The majority of sons spent a lot of their time advocating for
changes they felt were needed to irnprove the quality of life for their parents. For
example, a son, who regdarly commuted to visit his father in a personal Gare home,
commented:

We 're advocatzngfor him corzstantly. We 've been to meetings ouf Ihere . . .
somebody has to advocate su that k my role, I thznk. is an advocator [sic].
(Caregiver 18)
Sons would fkequently express the need to explain to others what their parents were like

and what their specific needs were because they knew their parents best. As a result,
many sons (n=23) found themselves advocating on behalf of their parents' specific needs

and specifjmg what had to happen if these needs were to be met. As one son explained
when his rnother, who suffered f?om Alzheimer's, was placed into a nursing home:
1 knew my mom better thon they would be able tu, you h o w , w h t she
liked and what she didn 'r like and how ro deal with her. (Cmegiver 7)

Along with advocating on behalf of their parents' needs, sons expressed that much of
their time and effort involved planning for meeting the needs of their parents.
Planned a r e . Sons reported that they were constantly planning for what had to
happen with their parents' a r e . This is evident in the foilowing quotation fiom a son who

cared for his father living on bis own, "On a straight day-to-day basis I'm more of a
planner" (Caregiver 19) and as another son said about his father's care, "ThatYshow 1 am,
1 want to plan. I have a plan in place" (Caregiver 18). Sons expressed that they were

always planning what had to be done in ternis of their parents' are. As one son explained
about the care of his rnother who suffered fiom Alzheimer's:
We were always here on the weekend doing thzs or that and we would sort
ofplan on whar we were going tu do ,fj?or motherlfor the rest of the week
(Caregiver 4)
Similarly, a son-in-law described the importance of planning with his wife for the needs
of his mother-in-law:
One of us has to think in the future and one of us lias ru thhk NI the
present and that 's the wqy we have gone along. (Caregiver 24)

In addition, there were sons (n=16) who expressed that they had spent a lot of
their tirne planning how they were going to increase formal seMces or initiating the
process of placing the parent in a personal care home. Most sons expressed the

importance of planning ahead ami king prepared so there was no confusion about what
had to happen when their parents required a higher level of m e . Most sons expressed the
importance of having a plan in place if any unforeseen event happened that r e ~ t ~ c t e d
their parents' ability to make decisions on their owa As one son comrnented about
unforeseen events, "Things corne up unexpectedy" (Caregiver 1). This plan usually

included having a living will in place that the family could follow if the parent was
unable to communicate hisher desires. As well, sons reported frequently figuring out
ways to improve their parents' quality of life. To maintain a certain quality of life for

their parents, most sons felt they needed to keep their parents' environment in a way that
they were accustomed to. As one son commented about the situation of his mother who
resided in a supportive housing cornplex:
She had been Ni an apartment forever und I guess any kznd of change is
traumatic for older people. and I mean for all of us, but especzally for
older people. (Caregiver 8)

Another son, whose father still lived on his own, comrnented about his father's
familiarity with his environment, "He's

balking leaving the house and that's

understandable, he's been in it for 52 years" (Caregiver 19). Furthemore, sons who had
parents living in the community would frequently encourage or plan for their parents to
be with people their own age. For example, many sons wodd take their parents shopping
with the hope that their parents would see someone they knew and that this would lead
their parents to socialize with people their own age. Many sons encourageci their parents

to take part in activities geared toward older people so they would be

with people with

similar interests. Most sons made the assumption that older people are interested in the
sarne things.
As well as advocating on behalf of their older parents and taking a planneci

approach to organizing things, many sons described how they provided care in ternis of a
s u p e ~ s o r yrole.

Supervision eare It was found that sons frequently supervised what was going

on with their parents' situation a d o r s u p e ~ s e dthe care othen provided to their parents.
Their supeMsory care involved making sure everything was congnient with their

parents' needs as well as making sure necessary changes were being made. Most sons
expressed the imporiance of the kind of supervision illustrated in the following comment:
Idon 't thinkyou can walk away andjmt t m it over to this person. 1 think
you have to be there supervzsing and oll that sort ofstz& (Caregiver 20)

Sons would regularly supenise the care provided by other family memben, professional
caregivers, anaor the s t a f f in persona1 care homes. For example, a son whose mother
resided in a personal care home, described how he supervised his mother's care:
The greatest contribution I made to her a r e was in a lot of visitutzons
which are very important, men for f i e minutes, to drop in and [Il s m
things thal weren'f happening thal should have been happening.
(Caregiver 4)

Another son described the importance of the s u p e ~ s o r yrole he and his wife played with
his father who lived in a personal care home.
We 're very involved We don't jmt have a visit. We are tbere to check out
what 's necessav and get if und we 're doers. We get if done. We 're on the
phone. We 'll stop back in or phone back to make sure it 's happening. su
we 're not jwt fair-weather relatives, you know. we *refhere to make sure
he is being Iooked afer. (Caregiver 18)

When sons took on a supervisory role overseeing their parents' welfare, there
were consistent patterns as to how these sons descnbed other people's involvement in the
care of their older parents.
Caregiving involvement of others

Adult sons highlighted the roles of specinc people involved in their parents' care.
These specific people included their spouses, their siblings, and/or the professional cares their older parents. ûverall, most sons (n=l8)
workers providing a varïety of s e ~ * c efor
felt that these people were doing as much as they could considering the circumstances
that presented themselves. As one son remarked, "1 guess everybody pretty much did

their best" (Caregiver 4).
For some of the mamed sons (n=12), their spouses had older parents of their own,
full-time jobs, a d o r child Gare responsibilities. These other responsibilities limited the
arnount of tirne they had to contribute assistance to their husband's older parents.
Similarly, some sons (n=14) also indicated that the caregiving involvement of their
siblings was influenced by circumstances that limited their time in helping out (e.g.,

farnily and work responsibilities as well as proximity restrictions). For example, a son,
whose father lived on his own, explained:
Weil rny brother does o little bit Iess but it is sirnply because of the fact
t h he 's in at work by eight-thzrty in the momzng and he never gets back
before seven With him, time is a p r e m i m . . . he hm two boys, u w@,
and a Zarge house. He probably does Zess becouse of al2 of this. (Caregiver

IO)
Another son, whose mother lived on her own, cornmented, "1 think she [sister] does what
she c m and she's limited from a distance" (Caregiver 12). Furthemore, most sons

( ~ 1 9 felt
) that the professional caregivers were doing as much as they could considering

how understaffed they were as a result of dowllsinng and cuts Ui social programs. For
example, a son, who had both his parents living in their own home, described the plight
of a VON nurse providing care to his older parents:
She 's got something Zike 27 patients to do a week . . . her fime is Zirnited
but she tries her best and so the whole medicd sysfem is terrible.
(Caregiver 6)

Another son, who had Home Care providing services to his mother and mother-in-law in

hïs home, commented:
I think the cornrnunity services have been very co-operutzve and they have
quality people thal are dohg the &est they am d e r fairly stressful
cir~rnstances.(Caregiver 15)
Aithough most sons felt that others (Le., spouses, siblings, a d o r professional

care-workers) were providing as much help as they coufd considering their
circurnstances, it is clear that their involvement was not without problems. Specifically,
sorne sons (n=7) reportai that their wives were unable to understand their situation
because they did not have parents of their own who were in sirnilar situations. For
example, a son, who provided care to his mother living on her own, remarked:
She [ s p o w hasn 't erperienced as much of ihat [ p a m cure] as I have. I
don 't think she has the same understanding t h I do. (Caregiver 22)

Sorne sons (n=l 1) could not understand why their siblings were not trying to make more
of an effort to do more than they were for their parents. For example, a son, who provided
many years of care for his mother, commented on how he didn't understand his brother's

lack of involvement by stating, "for my brother not to do anythllig, not to phone her, 1
mean, 1 just don't ~nderstand'~
(Caregiver 3). Another son, whose one brother rarely

visited their mother, remarked, '4couid never figure that one out because she treated al1
of us the same" (Caregiver 23).

Some sons (n=6) described how their siblings would say they were going to do
something but never ended up doing it For example, a son, who was caring for bath bis
parents, described his siblings' involvement in this fashion:
sisfers] suys [ f h q will help] but then when I corne und
usk them. when it cornes righr down to it, all of a sudden fhey 're too bury.
(Caregnter 6)
Everybody

[ . O

In tems of formal seMces for older parents, sons indicated difficdty in knowing

what seMces were available to their parents. It was difficult unless you knew someone
who knew about available services or had first hand knowledge about access. For

example, one son, who provided and arranged care for his mother for several years,
explained this diEculty:
11was confüring . . . I didn't know anything aboui Home Care . . . you
don 'f see billboarrls you know 'are you a son wilh an aging p m r who
needs help? ' Unlessyou know someone who 3 been fhrough ihat rouie. if 's
hard (Curegiver 7)

Another son, who arranged for senices for his mother, stated:
Iprobabty have no knowledge o f w h f 's available. AA Il do is by guess . . .
I don T know if fhere's any place that tells you al/ the dzyerenf services
mtaih&lefor the disabled (Caregiver 5)

Some sons (n=l 1) made reference to the difficulty in knowing the responsibilities
professional are-workea had when providing care to their parents. Some sons felt there
was no communication between formal services and farnilies in tems of how care for a

parent was to be shared. For example, a son, whose mother received certain services fiom
Home Care, commente& "We are not clear on what the expectatioos of Home Care are"
(Caregiver 11). Another son, whose mother received seMces fkom Home Care,
effectiveiy sumrned up this lack of communication between formal seMces and families:

n e r e neeh lo be a much belter understandig of where al2 of these things
f;i [responrb ifilies beîween prof sssional caregivers and famii'y relutïves]
and checWisrs and I think that people like rnyself and others would fiel
more cornfortuble in knowing how thut workx (Caregnter 22'

Six sons made references to how there was little continuity in terms of whether the same
people provide these formal services and the difficulty caused by having different people
care for their parents. For example, one son, whose mother received services fkom Home
care, explained:

I never remembered seeing the same person [Home Care worker] too
o#en I con 7 think of anybody, so the continuity of the care always
bothered me. (Caregiver 3)
Summary
It is clear that parent care is multi-dimensional in nature. Determining what adult
sons and others do for their oider parents invoived examining three basic areas: firsf the
stages sons and their parents experienced that lead to the actual provision of care; second,
the kinds of care provided by adult son caregivers and other people involve& and third,
how adult sons described their caregiving involvement and how they described the
caregiving involvement of others. Overall, sons described very similar stages leading up
to the actual provision of care. This study confirmeci previous findings (e-g., Harris, 1997;
Kaye and Applegate, 1990a, 1990b) which indicated that sons ofien expressed difficuity
in realizing the fact that they now had to take on the roles and tasks that their parents used
to do for them when they were children Furthemore, this study supports other
caregiving research which found that sons have invested considerable time and effort in
providing care for their parents (e-g., Himis and Bichler, 1998; Kaye and Applegate,

1990a, 1990b; Stoller, 1990). Moreover, this study found that sons were constant
companions to their parents and provided fiequent emotional support. This would support

Horowitz's (1 98%) finding that companionship and emotional support were the most
common to the care provided by both men and women.
In the present study, dl sons indicated their active involvement in their parents7

emotional needs, their constant cumpanionship for their parents. and their fiequent help
with their parents' IADL tasks. Sons wodd routinely listen to their parents7problems and

regularly visit them. As well, sons wodd fkequentiy help their parents with housework,
shopping, transportation, and management of affairs. Addt sons in this study were
actively involved in the caregiving process and many described their caregiving
involvement as extensive in nature and not just as supplementaqc This fuiding
contradicts other studies (e-g., Abel, 1989; AJbert, 2990; Aronson, 1985; Coward and
Dwyer, 1990; Coward et al., 1992; Dwyer and Coward, 1992; Dwyer and Seccombe,

1991; Fidey, 1989; Lee, 1992; Lee et al., 1993; Schoonover et al., 1988) that fomd
males to be primarily managers of care for older parents. Furthexmore, as was the case in
Harris's (1997) study, there were adult sons who provided for their parents' personal
needs on a regular basis or had helped at some point in time. These 'han&-on7 types of
tasks included such things as helping their parent with bathing, eating, grooming, and/or
toileîing.

The adult sons in the present sîudy were at different stages of care with their
parents. This care mnged fkom parents living on their own to parents requiring 24 hour
personal home a r e . However, it was found that al1 sons identified themselves as king
providers of care, as weII as being involved in behind-the-scenes care. Provision of care
involved components of N1 the gap, constant contacf and collaborator care for their
parents. These components of care define the physical and emotional dimensions of

specific social support tasks for their older parents. For duit sons in this study, caring for
an older parent, either currently or in the p s t , sometimes conflicteci with the needs of
either their children, spouses, partners, andior fiends as weU as restricting their own
oppominities for employment and ather adVities. This f i n h g confirms Spitze and
Logan's (1990a) prediction that more and more men will experience being 'caught in the
middle' of responsibilities. Behind-the-scenes care involved components of advocacy
care, planned care, and supervisory care. These components of care define the
organizational dimensions of addt sons7 caregiving involvement and parallei Harris7
(1997) fhding that the majority of sons in her sample '%ok charge" of the situation to get
things done.
Adult sons indicated that their spouses and their siblings were doing as much as
they could considering their own family and work responsibilities. However, some sons

also felt that their spouses could not empathize with what they were doing. Although
most sons could understand that their siblings had other responsibilities, they sornetimes
could not understand why these siblings weren't more involved in their parents7 care.
Furthermore, most sons reported that they were aware of the problems agencies were
experiencing in providing necessary care to older people. However, similar to Harris and
Bichler's (1997) finding, sons voiced their displeasure regarding the lack of information

on resources available in their community. As well, rnany sons found professional
agencies failed to communicate with clients and their farnilies regarding the sharing of
responsibilities.
Chapter four has addressed the first and second research questions of the study by
outlining the processes and pattern of adult sons' caregiving participation. Furthermore,

fïndings on how adult sons interpreted others' involvement in their parents' care were
reported. Chapter five addresses the third and fourth research questions by examining the

attitudes of filial responsibility adult sons had toward their caregiving involvement and

the issues that emerged in relation to sons helping with ADL caregiving tasks.

Attitudes toward Caregiving

This chapter reports on findings fiom the third and fourth research questions of

the study. The third research question addressed the attitudes of filial responsibility adult
sons had toward their caregiving involvement. The fourth research question of the study

asked the foIIowing: "If more than one caregiving task was being performed, did adult
son's attitudes differ according to the nature of the task?" From the narratives shared by
the 25 adult son caregivers, similar attitudes of filial responsibility emerged to explain

their overdl caregiving involvement. Moreover, in ternis of the specific nature of
caregiving tasks, significant issues emerged in the sons' narratives when explaining their
involvement in ADL care for their oIder parents.

This chapter consists of three parts. The first part examines the three significant
sources of adult sons' attitudes of filial responsibility which explain their overall
participation in theù parents' care. The second part of the chapter identifies the specific
issues that emerged when e x a . g adult sons' caregiving attitudes toward ADL-type

tasks for older parents. The third and final part of the chapter examines how adult sons
viewed men's roles in contemporary caregiving situations including their interpretation of
their level of caregiving participation. The chapter ends with a sumrnary of the findings
and how they relate to previous research.

As previously noted, the term filial responsibility is most ooften associated with the
attitudinal aspects that explain active participation in parent care. More specifically, three
sources of adult sons' filial responsibility attitudes were found For the purposes of this

research, filiai responsibility was defined as "[aln attitude o f personal responsibility
toward the maintenance of parental well-being" (Marshall et al., 1987:107).
Sources of aüuit sons' fühl responsibüity attitudes
niere were three significant sources of sons' filial responsibility attitudes. The

fint source of sons' filial responsibility attitudes was the notion of reciprocity.
Reciprocity. The majonty of adult sons (n=22) felt that it was only fair that adult

children provide a r e to oider parents because of wtiat parents did for them in the past as
children. For example, one son, whose mother lived in a supportive housing cornplex,
explained:

I guess where I *M comingfiom is that I feel thot she did a (or for me when
1wos younger for Cors of yems so fair isfuir. (Caregiver 8)
Another son explained in the following way why he was heiping his rnother with certain

LADL and ADL tasks:
I said. "Look ifyou can change my pants and heip me when I was a little
kid " 1said '>ou need hei'p now. " (Caregiver 11)

Most sons (n=21) expressed admiration for their parents. In particular, they appreciated

what their parents had done for them in the past Moreover, the majority of sons (n=19)
expressed their gratitude for how much their parents were able to give them and how
their parents always did the best they could for them. Therefore, these sons felt thaî they
had to tq to replicate their parents' actions. For example, a son who cared for his mother
with Alzheimer's for many years reflected on why he constantly ran around doing 'this
and that' for her:
My rnother wouldn '1 have abandoned me- M y mother look cure of me and
so if1 had to do it [provicie tare], 1 would do if- (caregiver 7)

Many sons (n=21) adopted the attitude of 'what goes around cornes around' in how
children provide care and, in most cases, many of these sons felt it was their tum to

reciprocate. For example, a son, who was a constant cornpanion to his father, remarked
"What goes around cornes around You're treated the way you treat other people"

(Caregiver 10). SimiIarly, another son, who was regularly visiting and taking care of his
father's afFairs, staîed:
You cannot expect anymore bock than you gave out so if you're a
reasunabfegiver you might get something in retum (Caregiver 18)

In addition, most sons (n=22) placed a great deai of emphasis on how they were
raised as children and how this upbringing could influence an adult child's need to
reciprocate care for their older parents. For example, a son, who was providing care to his
mother and father, described how his upbringing influenced his attitude of reciprocity:

I was brought up t h way. Ir's no[ necessarily right or wrong but I was
brought up thar wuy, tholfamily hos to look dter famiïy. (Caregiver 6 )
Similarly, one son, whose father resided in a personal care home, stated:
It 's important how chifdren ore raised It Mects how they are going to do
things for their parents. It depends on how they were brought up. They
t r a d e r whol they learn fiom their parents ' sense of duing things. They
[chikiren] may pick it [cme provided] up und transfr it through them
(parents]. (Caregnter 9)
Most sons ( ~ 2 1 noted
)
the sacrifices their parents had made for them and consequently

felt that there should be no question atout sons helping them in their time of need. A son,
who Iived with his mother in her home and did d l the household chores, remarked:
She needr somebody to tuke care of her and t h ' s me. So I'm ~ l l r t
following in her steps; she has always taken cme of someone so I am
taking care of her. (Caregïver 5)

Another son, who visited his mother every day, remarked rhetorically:

They Orought you up. You're where you are decause of them Ttey did
everything for you. Most parents are prerty good so why shouldn't you
reciprocate? (Caregfver 23)

The majority of sons indicated that their attitude of reciprocity was one of the reasons

they were involved in providing [ADL andor ADL care, emotiond support, and
companionship for their older parents. As well, most sons (n=21) felt that, because
children have an emotiod bond with their parents, caring shodd corne quite naturally.

Emotional bond. Another source of sons' amtudes of filial responsibility was
adult children's emotional bonds with their parents. Because of these bonds, providing

care to older parents is something that adult childm should naturally do. For example,
one son, who was strongly connected to his father when he was a young aduIt and who

provided constant emotional support and companiooship for his mother who was

suffering fiom Alzheimer's, made îhis observation:
My parents were the biggest influence on me in tenns of who I a m They
were really wondefil Ioving hnd of people. They had nothing but they
would shore whatever they had with anybody and so I think a lot of if is
the thoughr of caring for sontebody is kind of an inborn kind of ideal.
(Caregiver 7)
The majority of sons (n=21) frequently described how their emotional bond with their

parents influencecl their caring behaviours. For example, a son, who regularly visited his
mother living in a supportive housing complex and took care of her affairs, explained:
Adj nrother and I got on very well and

she needed somebody to do
something for her it was me. Ir wos a n n r d thing to do. It wenr without
saying I helped her and she helped me. (Caregiver 8)

Similarly, a son, who lived with his mother in her home and helped her sustain a level of
independence by helping her around the house, described why he cared for his mother:
Because of lovefor my mother, devotion to my mother, care of rny mother.
We did it for love yuu know: she took cure of me. (Caregiver 1)

Some sons (n=8) also indicated how the emotionai bond strengthened afler one of the
parents passed away and how it intluenced their involvement in caring for the surviving
parent. For example, a son, whose father Iived on his own, explained:
Since my mom died l te acfuaIZy become doser to him and Ifind t h I do
more fhings wilh him now than I dki when I was a kid (Caregiver 10)

Although most sons descn'bed their relaîionships with their parents as being
positive, they reported some negative aspects such as fights, disagreements, and falling
outs. Moreover, a small rninonty of sons (n=3) reported that they were never close with

their parents and felt that their parents did not do much for thern when they were
chiidren. Although they described their relationships with their parents as somewhat
dysfunctional, these sons still were actively involved in theu parents' aire. For example,
a son, who regdarïy visited his father residing in a personal care home, commented:
He is my father regardess of what happened Even fhough. Iike I said.
when I war growing up we never had much contact with him (Caregiver
9)

Similarly, a son, who spent a great deal of time visiting and arranging the care for his
mother Living in a personal care home, commented:
You certainl'y rhink why me? Why am I the one to look d e r her? I mean I
wasn 'f my rnother 's fmorite, for God S sake. I was her h s r favorite but
that di& 'i matter. It 's my mother. Who is going to look a#er her if I
don 't? 5'0 I did (Caregnter 4)

Most sons described their overall relationships with their parents as being good.
However, they also felt that adult children should be responsîble for their older parents7

care no matter what circumstances present themselves. The majority of sons (n=21)
indicated that children are obligated to care for their parents whether or not they have had

a good relationship with them.

Adnlt chüdren's obligation. The third source of adult sons' filial responsibility

attitudes was the notion of obligation that adult children should be responsibie for their
older parents' care wbether it is providïng, managing, &or

arranging their care. For

example, a son, who was a constant cornpanion to his mother and provided, as well as
arrangea IADL care for her, commented, "1 think that as offspring we should at least

arrange your parents' care'' (Caregiver 4).
What consistentiy emerged fiom the sons' nmtives was that parent care was
sornething they had to do and it was important to do for their parents' quaiity of Iife. For
example, one son, commenting on the care he provided to his mother living next door to
him, explained, "Definitely I'm having a hard time with my mother, but there is an

obligation for me to make sure that she is okay7(Caregiver 21). Similady, another son,
who was also a constant cornpanion to his mother and provided m u e n t help with IADL
tasks for her, commented, "r had to be responsible because someone had to" (Caregiver
4). Furthemore, many sons (n=13) indicated that this attitude of obligation for parent

care influenced them to feel that it was their duty to provide care. For exarnple, for one
son, whose father expected a lot of his son's time before moving into a personal care
home, remarked, "When I really think about it now, I just did it Icare] because of a sense
of duty" (Caregiver 9). Another son, whose mother expected him to do certain household
chores for her, commented, "I'd say it's a du@'

(Caregiver 1).

The majonty of sons invoked sMilar attitudes to explain their overd caregiving
involvement. That is, addt sons provided specific reasons to explain why they did what
they did for their older parents. These specific reasons Uicluded reciprociîy, emotional

bonds, and children's obligation to care for older parents. The ody distinguishable

difference among sons was their level of involvement in helping with ADL tasks.
However, similar issues emerged fiom al1 sons when explaining their involvement in the

personal nature of their parents' care.
Sons' invotvement in ADL care

Adult sons (n=12) who provided help with ADL tasks for their parents did so
primarily because it was something that needed to be done. For example, a son, who
occasionally helped his father with his personal tasks when the father would visit,
commented:

I do if [personal care for hts father] because il's necessary . . . Whether 1
l i k it or not is secondary . . . I mean you jwt do whar har io be done a d
somehow it takes you over andgels you through it. (Caregiver 18)
Another son, who helped his father bathe, made this observation:
It was something t h izad CO be dme and I never thought abou if. It
concerned me the first fime but now we work together. (Caregiver 6 )

Moreover, the majority of sons (n=ll) who did not provide help with specific types of

ADL tasks for their older parents indicated that they would help if they had to. These
sons indicated their willingness to provide care of a more personal nature if it had to be
done. For exarnple, a son, who provided years of care for his mother u t i l her death but
never did provide help with her ADL tasks, stated, "If 1 absolutely had to Cprovide help
with ADL tasks] 1 would have" (Caregiver 7). One son, who was not involved in his

rnother and mother-in-law's personal care, commented, 'Tf the circumstances were such
for whatever reason that it [help with ADL tasks] had to be done I would do it"
(Caregiver 15).
Whether or not sons provided help with ADL tasks for their older parents. s d a r

issues emerged with respect to their wegiving involvement in ADL tasks. These issues

included fàmiliarity with older parents9women knowing wornen's personal needs better'
women being more naturdy nurturing, and traditional family socidization practices. The
discussion first turns to the issue of fadiarityFamiliarity. The issue of fàmiliarity was referred to frequently by sons when
explaining why they feit it was difficult for aduit children to be actively invoived in the
personal care of their older parents. More specifically, most adult sons (n=23) stated that
helping their parents bathe or shower did not, or would not, feel right because of the
farniliarity they had with their parents. A son-in-law, who did not help bathe or shower

his mother-in-law, said that he didn't help with this because of his mother-in-law's "pride
and privacy" (Caregiver 24). Furthemore, a large percentage of sons ( ~ 1 7 indicated
)
the social taboo and social inappropriateness involved in seeing older parents naked For

example, a son, who provided care to both his mother and father until theu deaths,
commented, "It would have been kind of weird [to help his mother bathe] because
psychologically to see your mother naked would be dishirbing" (Caregiver 25). Most
sons (n=20) mentioned the discomfort and embarrassrnent felt by both parent and child
associated with ADL care. One son, who had his mother and mother-in-law living with

him and his d e , explained why he did not help bathe his mother:
It goes bock to traditional taboos . . . 1 thinkfor her kind of dignity. To
have her male son buthing her or sornething would nui on& be
Niappropriate fiom kind of a social point of view but would be very
mcomfortablefor her and a bit uncornfortabiefor me. Karegiver 15)
It was in howing it was their parent and their parent knowing it was their son that caused

feelings of embarrassrnent and discomfort. For example, one son explained why he would
have a difficult time bathing his mother:

I would be embarrasseci h t my son hod tu bathe me or my wfe or
whatever. I would rather have somebody eke like in a hospztal where I
don 'r know the guy or person (Caregiver 23)

Another son, whose mother required periodic a r e with bathing and had Home Care assist
her, stated his reason for non-involvement in this type of ADL task:
I don? think I couhi do if, ~ouchzngher breasts, her vagina. Thal's my
mother. she wouldn 't allow me to do t h f . (Caregiver 1)

The second issue to emerge fiom sons' narratives explaining theu involvement in
ADL tasks was that they felt women know other women's personal needs better.

Therefore, even though most of these sons were involved in the care of their mothen,
they thought women would be better suited to provide personal types of tasks for their

mothers.
Women's ways of knowing. Despite the fact that some adult sons were involved

in providing help with ADL tasks for their oider parents, most sons (n=22) felt that
women would be more suited to provide help with ADL tasks.' That is, adult sons did not
describe helping with ADL tasks specificaiiy as being 'women's work', but felt that
women rnight be more in tune with other wornen's needs. Because of this, women
çaregivers would be more knowledgeable about the needs of older mothers in relation to
ADL care. For example, a son, who did provide occasional personal care to his mother,

stated:
II depends on who you are giving care to. Ifit's a woman giving care tu a
w o m n fhot woman would probably give more core ro the mmother thon a
man would give to her . . . becouse they are physically the same. ZRey borh
understand each other Spain or the compiexity of their bodiesS(Caregivr
5)
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Out of the 12 sons who did, two provided personal care to their fathers and ten provided personal care to
theu mothers.

Similady, another son, who helped in the provision of ADL tasks for his mother d

l ber

death and also helped with the persooal care of his wife suiTering from Alzheimer's,
made this point:
The only thing wos t h k i n g a Za4y in would have been better to make
sure she [mother] was looked &ter properly hygienicalh. You know ladies
h o w t h e d v e s better . . . even rhough 1shower my wfe and aall lhar sort
of stMand 1 did rhe same with my mother I alwuys felr better seeing my
daughters corning tu help with their mother. (Caregiver 3)
A son, who had his mother living with him and his wife, described how he saw the

appropriateness of women caring for other women:
I presume îhat a woman caregiver would be like a professional woman
coregïver, l i k ~the Home Care people. Wornen ore perhps befter suited
and more able to get around with elderly wornen. (Caregiver 20)
Most sons (n=17) felt that they wodd probably be better at providing personal

care to their fathers because of the similarÏties in gender. For example, a son, who
provided personai care to his father, suggested that it would be more diEcult if he had to

help his mother with her personal care because of the physical nature of men and womea
Similarly, a son, who was not required to help with the ADL tasks of his mother who
lived on her own, commented:
I could probabiy do it [batkj with my dad. I wouldn 't be all thaï
cornfortable doing if [with my rnother] . . . I think it 's a gender thing.
(Caregiver 12)
A son-in-law, who was not required to help with ADL tasks for his mother-in-law, stated:

If the situation was reversed and it was my father-in-Iuw or father I
probably wouldn 't have o*y drffictlip [in providing heip wilh ADL tasks].
I think if definite& does relate to gender. (Caregiver 24)
Most sons felt that women had 'natural' matemal instincts and women were more
gentle and compassionate than men were. Therefore, sons felt women would be better at

helping with their parents" ADL tasks because of their 'natuai' tendency to be more

Women as nurturers. Adult sons (n=23) made fiequent references to how it was
in women's nature that they are more nurturing and this was why more women than men

provide help with older parents' ADL tasks. For example, a son, who was not needed by

his father to he$ him with his ADL tasks, descnbed the differences between male and

Women are genfIer, on average, and and@
are more emotional. They
probably give better care because I think men rend ro be more goal
orientated and thal is t k i r type of exchange whereas women provide care
nice and gent&. (Caregiver 19)

Similady, a son, whose father lived in a personal care home, commented:
Women are probably better caregivers because it's probably in thezr
nature. A woman wiU care more than a man will. (Caregiver 9)

Moreover, many sons (n=14) felt th& because women oaturally are more nurturing,
providing personal care to older parents was almost instinctual for women. For example,

a son-in-law simply remarked, ''1 thuik it is ahost like instinct'' (Caregiver 24). One son,
who helped with the care of his mother and mother-in-law, felt that caregiving and its
personal nature was "[a] naturd extension of their [women] role in family n6ngY7
(Caregiver 15).
Traditional family socialization practices. The fourth and final issue to emerge

£?om sons' narratives surrounding their involvement in ADL tasks for their parents was
the issue of traditional family socidization practices. According to the majority of

respondents, women are more accustomed to the role of providing help with parents'
personal care because of traditionai fiimily sociaikmtion practices. Therefore, according

to these adult sons, most men, including themselves, have grown up in traditional

families that established how men approach caring for older parents' ADL needs.
The majority of rapondents (n=21) felt that men are conditioned or socialized
away fiom numiring types of roles that c m influence participation in certain types of

tasks for their parents. For example, a son, who had littie involvement in helping with
ADL tasks for his mother but was highly involved in her etnotionai support, stated that

there are more women caregivers than men caregivers because, "It is a lot of conditioning
in society that m e n t care] is women's work" (Caregiver 7). Another son, who provided

occasionai personal care for his mother when the need was there, commented on the

traditional nature of his famiiy and what he thinks of how most males approach k i n g
involved in providllig personal care:
I think most moles are so emotionaZly constipatred t h tliey are not
mailable on an ernotzonal b e l and I think we t e sociaked Nllo thut by
women who are close to their mothers that they are the primary caregiver
. . .you know the fdher is suppsed tu provide the house, put the food on
the table, the white picker fence this and that and every other thing
[whereus] the mother is t h e to m the ship. (Caregiver I I )

Sons made numerous references to their traditional family roies and their

traditional family upbringing and how specific roles were set out for males and females
that included women working on the 'inside' of the house and men working on the
'outside' of the house. For example, a son, whose mother resided in a personai care
home, stated, "It [famiw was structured. He [father] worked outside and she [mother]
worked inside" (Caregiver 23). Another son, who looked after the affairs of his father as
well as a 94 year old famiy fnend and provided regular care to his mother-in-law and his

first wife untii their deaths, commented:

nie wife kjbb was to keep track of both sets of parents while the hmband
did whatever he wanted to do. (Curegiver 18)
Most sons (n=21) descnbed how their ~ 0 t h e r were
s
responsible for child rearing,
emotional support, and household maintenance whereas their fathers were responsible for
providing an income, fixing things, and talcing care of the family's fiancial affairs.
Therefore, sons believed that these 'traditional set-ups' resulted in more women
caregivers involved in helping with ADL tasks for their older parents. For example, a

son, whose mother and mother-in-law lived with hirn and his wife, described the roles of
his parents which he said strongly influenced him. He stated, 'Men were the providers,
the protectors, and the hewers and doers that go out and get it done" (Caregiver 15). He
went on to Say, "She's [mother] been a full t h e nurturer primarily raising a farnily."
Another son (Caregiver 19), whose father iived on his own, commenteci, "Basically mom
was the emotional caregiver. Dad did the physical side of it."

Most of the respondents r e f e n d to issues of familiarity, women knowing other
women's personal needs belter, women k i n g more nurturing, and traditional family
practices to explain the difficulties and reasons why they did what they did for their older

parents in terms of ADL tasks. However, all sons reporteci that they would provide this

type of care when and if it was required. Moreover, many sons felt that gender
differences were becoming less distinguishable in today7s world and roles between men
and women caregivers should be more equd in terms of types of care provideci
Son's attitudes toward men's roles in caregiving

Adult sons felt today's society was slowly changing compared to previous
generations in terms of the roles of male and fernale caregivers. Addt sons felt that
because of changing fàmily dynarnics, as weli as other social changes, more men will be

involved in the Gare of their older parents. The majoxity of sons (n=17) felt that factors

such as fewer adult chikiren to provide care and more women in the workforce will result
in adult sons king required to give more of their tirne. Most sons felt that because of
these changing ways, males would become more involved in parent care and, as a result,

there would be fewer gender role distinctions.
Changing ways. Many sons felt that, as a result of more men involving

themselves in what is seen as 'women's work,' there will be fewer gender distinctions
when it cornes to male and fernale responsibilities with respect to parent care. One son
(Caregiver IO), who regularly visited his father and felt he wodd have no problern
providing personal care to him if needed, feit that when comparing men and women
caregivers in this day and age, he "didn't see there king any differences." Another son,

who helped care for his mother and mother-in-Iaw, stated:
My own son and son-in-lm have embraced parenthood dlfferently. They
are o little more involved in the nurturing szde. (Caregnter 15)

The majority of respondents ( ~ 1 7 felt
) that men were just as capable as women to
provide help with ADL tasks but needed to be given the opportunity to help and be
s h o w how to do i t For example, a son, whose mother and d e r - i n - l a w lived with him
and his wife, suggested:

I think, given the opportwrdy, men are demomtrating more capacity to be
the ntitturzng person or 6e part of thnl nurturing, not just physicaI&.
(Caregiver 15)
And a son-in-law, whose mother-in-law lived on her own, explained why he felt more

men are involving themselves in the personal nature of Gare, "The generation that is
comùig up, these men are k i n g s h o w (Caregiver 24). He went on to comment about

his own caregiving involvement with his mother-in-law:

Ifind mysefhmting to be in certain ways îrained by my wifR 37ie cure
behaviour needed to be broughr out in me. I think if's there in most men
but they just don 't rbrow how tu do it because they t e never been shown.
(Caregiver 24)
The majority of respondents (n=23) felt that there should be fewer gender
distinctions in the roles women and men take in providing care to older parents and that
men and women should share equally in the care. For exarnple, a son, who was caring for
his mother living next door to him, remarked:

I don? think there shoufcî be any d@remes between d e and f e d e
caregivers. 1 don 't think there should be. There are a lot of caring males
you know. (Caregiver 2iI)
Another son, whose mother Iived on her own, doesn7tsee parent care "[aJs a woman or

man thing" (Caregiver 12).
Sons did not feel caring for older parents was 'women's work' and with the
changing ways in society, less gender distinction in caregiving roles will happen as
evident by their own level of caregivuig involvement. Most respondents (n=21)
considered themselves as non-traditional males when it came to caring for older parents.

Because of sons' active involvement in their parents' care (providing help with IADL
andior ADL tasks, emotional support, and companionship), they felt that they couid not

be classified as ûaditional males.
Non-traditional

males. The majority of respondents acknowIedged the

importance of king caring and compassionate individuals for their older parents. These
factors of caring and compassion were said to influence their involvement in their

parents' a r e , which, in him, led sons to believe that they could be classified as nontraditional males. For example, a son, whose rnother lived in a supportive housing
cornplex, commented:

1.m kind of a domestzcated kind of guy. 1 get my jollies t&ng a r e of
people because my mother is my famit'). 1 also tike to do the cooking For
my famil'y and my rnother] and all the shopping and stqffso it *snot such a
big Ieap as if would 6e for a more traditional guy with more traditional
kinds of attitudes or responsibililies. (Curegiver 8)
Another son, whose father iived on his own, stated:

1 think dl children should be respomiblefor caring and supporting [their
older parents]. Providing support systerns for their parents is not solely
the respomibility of the male or female or the oldest or youngest child in
the househoZd (Caregiver IO).
It was ciear that sons shared sirnilar caregiving attitudes of filial responsibility and
each considered himself different fi-om traditional male caregivers. Furthermore, because
of their high level of involvement in their parents' care, most respondents indicated the
difficulty in there always being something more their parents wanted or needed.
However, because of their own responsibilities, doing more than they were already doing
was unrealistic.

Always more to do
The rnajority of respondents indicated that there was always something more they
could be doing for their older parents, but because of other responsibilities andior
comrnitrnents, they were doing as much as they could. One son, whose mother suffered
firom Alzheimer's, noted, "You can't make up the deficits fast enough" (Caregiver 7). As
reporteci in chapter four, these responsibilities and commibnents & i e d work, family,
a d o r leisure t h e . A son, whose mother Iived in a seniors' residence, cornrnented:
U i e r the cirçu~stances1think I ht doing enough Weil. m much as I cm2.
I mean I couldprobabl'y do more but it's you know time restraints, kids,
part-tirne job. (Caregiver 14)
Another son, whose father lived in a supportive housing cornplex, explaine&

I am dokg enough, at least at this point in tirne. because of my
obligations. M y wfe is not well. 1 Iuve tu balance this thing and he's
ffather] getting the best I can offer. (Caregiver 18)

As a result, many sons didn't h o w how much more they couid give their parents. For
example, a son who cared for his mother for many years, wrnmented:
I don *tlhink l could have given anymore- I was there 24 hours a dq. I did
everything. Washing,fiking the hozise, everything. I couldn 7 have dune
anything more. (Caregiver 3)

Because many sons felt doing more for their older parents wasn't redistic or
practical in terms of their own responsibilities toward famiy, work, andor leisure time,
the issue of guilt and second-guessing themselves about the adequacy of the care they
provided for their parents fiequently surfaced throughout their narratives.

Guilt and second-guessing. Most sons (n=20) believed they were doing as much
as they could possibly do yet they still felt guilty at times that they were not doing
enough. For example, a son, who had a very busy schedule taking care of his mother and

l feel a bit gui@ about the facf rhar lin nor giving her [mothrj more of

my own personal tirne but . . . Ifeel thot I also need a bit of a life. I jmt
on hoidfor X number of years- (Caregiver 15)

c m T pur my Ife

Similarly, another son, whose mother tived in a supportive housing cornplex, stated:
I feel guilty sometimes became I should 6e spending more time but it is
not reol(ypructicn/ and that 's a fuct. (Caregiver 8)

Added to their own feelings of guilt towards the level of their caregiving
involvement were the 'guilt trips' ùnposed by their parents. A son-in-law indicated he
would feel guilty if anything should happen to bis mother-in-law because of his not doing

somethùig that she wanted him to do. According to most sons, these guilty feelings
caused by their parents' requests were sometimes intendeci and sometimes not. Some

respondents indicated that their parents expected them to help and this expectation ofien
led sons to feel guilty. For example, a son, whose older parents Iived in their own home,

explained the expectations his parents had of him and the guilt that arose as a result:
ThqV watch the neigfibours across the Street and he [neighboud hod a
stroke and jhey watch how their one son is dozng stfleverydqv. So they
kind of see thor us an a m p l e of what I should be doing for them
(Caregiver 6)

Another son, who was regularly visiting his father in a supportive houshg cornplex,
stated:
The guilt trips he puts me on . . . how do 1 get art from under there and
moke some ratioml decMons in his best interests and rny best inferests?
(Caregiver 18)

As a result of these feelings of guilt, whether caused intentionally or
unintentionally by parents, many sons reported that they would fiequently second-guess
themselves if the care they were providing was in the best interests of their parents. At

certain points in their caregiving relationships with tbeir older parents, sons made
reference to how they wodd look back and wonder if they did things nght For example,

a son, who provided many years of care to his mother until her death, remarked:
MqVbe I could have provided better care if 1 had stepped buck and let
other people care but she wouldn 't accept anybo& else. (Caregiver 3).
He went on to say:

hstead of me taking the other tactic and saying you got to have il [other
people helping ouu 1 did the opposite. matever mother wanted to du,
that 's whar we 'ddo which was probably not the right thing to do.

Another son, who provided many years of care to his mother until her death, reflected on
a simiificant point in bis mother's care:
They /7zospital]called to say that her a m was swollen enough thar it may
kiii her. . . . I couldn 't let that happen . . . we would try to get needes h

her und get her back to n o d . . . I regret not following her will becme
I should have let her pass awuy. You see rhere was no improvement ujer
that. (Caregiver -4)
Summary

It is clear that aduit sons' attitudes toward parent care and how they understood
their caregiving involvement were complex As a result, understanding adult sons'
caregiving involvement required examination at many different levels. As their words

have shown, these sons tended to submerge themselves in the process of caring for their
older parents. Similar to Harris' (1997) findings, the rnajority of sons participating in this
study were dl actively involved in the caregiving process and were al1 committed to

caring for their older parents. Three main sources of aduit son's filial responsibility
attitudes were found to explain their caregiving involvement. First, sons felt that adult
children shodd reciprocate the care that their parents gave to them; second, sons felt that
aciult children have an emotional bond with their parents so that caring for them would be

something that cornes naturally; and third, sons felt that it is the obligation of adult
children to provide or at least arrange for the care of their older parents. These three

sources of sons' filial responsibility attitudes cod5-mprevious research in that it has been
f o n d that emotional closeness and an obligation to reciprocate care can have an
influence on why children participate in their parents' care (e-g., Arber and G i l b e ~1989;

Kaye and Applegate, 1990a; Selig et al., 199 1).

Other research has chdenged the sirnplicity of the assumption that emotional

doseness and an obligation to reciprocate can N l y explain why addt children take an
active part in their parents' care. For example, Finley (1989) argued that previous
research has shown that males are likely to feel responsible to care for elderly parents, but

they do not necessarily act consistentiy with that attitude. The present study seems to
suggest that sons' actions were consistent with their feelings toward parent care. The
majorïty of sons' actual caregiving behaviours were consistent with their filial
responsibility attitudes in that they provided fiequent emotiod support, constant
companionship, and regular help with IADL a d o r A D L tasks for their parents.
Moreover, other research has found that adult children who do not feel a great amount of
affection for their parents are still able and willing to provide needed assistance (Walker

et al., 1989, 1990a). In the present study, most sons descnàed their relationships as being
good but not without problems. As well, there were a small number of sons who reported
dysfùnctional relationships with their parents but who were activeiy involved in their
care. This would contirm Waker's (1989, 1990a) finding that affection cannot always
explain why adult children actively involve themselves in theu parents' care. Moreover,
similar to Hanis7 (1 997) findings, whether or not sons had strong aectionate ties to their

parents, one of the most common themes among these sons was their strong sense of filiai
responsibility towards their parents. This would support Jarrett's (1985) conclusion that
caregiving research usually confirms an attitude of positive concem for older relatives
that does not always, or necessarily, involve feelings of affection.

Adult sons were fiequent providers of emotionai support, companionship, and
regdarly helped with their parents' IADL tasks. As well, it was found that just under half
of the sample (n=12) provided help with ADL tasks, often feeding, dressing,
) the
bathuig/showering, and toileting their parents. Although just over half ( ~ 1 3 of

respondents were not involved in these types of personal care, they did indicate that they
would have involved themselves more if necessary. This finding is similar to previous

fïndings (Stoller, 1990) in that d u i t sons said that they would not &op out of the
caregiving role if the needs of their older parents intensified. Furthermore, four
significant issues emerged when addressing the personal nature (ADL tasks) of older

parents' care. First, sons felt it was difncult to help a parent bathe or shower because of
their familiarity with them. Second, when it came to the overall persond care of an older
parent, sons felt that women laiow other women's needs better. Third, sons thought
women would be better accustorned to personai type care because women are more
nurtunng than men; and, fourth, sons felt men were conditioned away from helping with

ADL tasks because of traditionai family socialization practices. These issues highlight the
difficulty adult sons had in providing specific types of care that are generally seen as
'women's work', and, similar to Harris' (1997) conclusion, demonstrate the need for indepth analyses.
Adult sons felt that traditional roles of men and women caregivers are changing in
the direction of more gender neutrality. Most sons believed this to be true because of their
own approach to caregiving responsibilities. That is, most sons indicated that they could
not be classified as traditionai maies because of their active involvement in their parents7
care as well as their involvernent in other responsibilities deemed 'women7s work' (e-g.,
child care, emotional support, household chores, etc.). Furîhermore, because of their non-

traditionai approach to caregiving involvement, many sons reported similar experiences
to those that have been mostly found with women caregivers of parents. More
specificdy, these sons reported that there was always sornething more that needed to be
done for their parents, but because of their other responsibilities andhr desires, doing
more was unrealistic. As a result, feelings of guilt and second-guessing surfaced This

finding with addt son caregivers is quite sirnilar to what bas been found with d u i t
daughter caregivers who were actively involved in their parents' a r e . Previous research
fiequently documents the juggling of priorities by adult daughters (Abel, 1986, 1989,
1990a; Aronson, 1985, 1990, 1992% 1992b). This juggling of priorities is similar to
Brody7s(1990) 'multiple roles' and Kaye and Applegate's (1 WOa) 'triple jeopardy7 and
how these roles sometimes conflict with one another and lead to a great deal of stniggle
in fulfilling them adequately.
Adult sons saw their filial responsibility in many different ways. That is, when
addt sons were asked to describe why they did what they did on a more abstnict level
(i-e., why do you do what you do for your parent?), reasons of reciprocity, emotional
bond with parent, and adult children's obligation to care surfaced However, when the
level of anaiysis moved more into the specifics of their caregiving involvement (i-e.,
ADL versus IADL care), ambiguities surfaced as to why they did what they did. On one
level, sons felt that they were non-traditional males because of their cornmitment, in
attitudes and behaviours, towards their parents. On another level, these sons persisted in
feeling that wornen had k e n socidized to be more capable caregivers. Perhaps this is
indicative of a growing societal trend towards gender neutral socialization practices, al1

be they still somewhat clouded by traditional "male" female" expectations.
cc

Chapter five has addressed the third and fourth research questions by outlining the
specific sources of adult sons' attitudes of filial responsibility, the specific issues
surrounding sons' involvement in ADL care, and sons7 views of their own caregiving

participation as well as that of other males. In Chapter Six, the signincance of these
findings will be discussed. This discussion will include first, a brief review of the study7s

hdings; second., the theoretical signincance of the finduigs; tbird, the practical
implications of addt son's cargiving involvement; and, fourth, the Limitations of the

study ancl directions for firhue research-

CHIAPTER SIX
Discussion

As reporteci by Harris and Bichler (1997), the research on adult son caregiven is
sparse and most research on male caregiving is directed toward husbands caring for their
dependent spouses. Given the dearth of idonnation, and, in particular, Canadian

information, about the involvement of adult son caregivers in parent care, this small-scale
qualitative study explored addt sons' active participation in their older parents' physical,
cognitive W o r ernotional care.
By focusing only on sons and not comparing them to other farnily members, the
present study identified specific caregiving processes, pattems, and attitudes involved in
how and why a specific sample of sons provided care for their older parents. Chapter four
reported on the caregiving processes and patterns pertaining to the first and second
research questions. Chapter five reported on the caregiving attitudes pertaining to the
thkd and fourth research questions. Chapter six is divided into three main sections. The
first section briefly sumrnarizes what adult son caregivers did for their parents, how they
described their caregiMng involvement, and their reasons for providing care for their
older parents. The second secdion discusses how these findings relate to the conceptual
fiameworks of culturai consensus and feminization and whether these fiameworks can
adequately capture the complexity and muiti-dimemional nature of adult son's caregiving
involvement. The third and final section includes: the practical implications Zhat surfaced
as a result of addt sons describing their caregiving involvement; the limitations of the

study that guide direction for research; and concluding remarks.

Summary of findings
Similar to previous research that has examined addt sons' caregiving
involvement (Chang and Means, 1991; Harris and Bichler, 1997; Kaye and Applegate,
1990% 1990b; Matthews and Heidom, 1998), addt sons became caregivers of an older
parent and oriented to this responsibility in ways that were meaningful to them. This, in
h m , guided them in their caregiving ta&.

The 25 addt sons i n t e ~ e w e dwere involved

in their own unique caregiving relationships with older parents and it was clear that the

majority of sons progressed through similar stages leading up to the achial provision of
a r e . AU sons indicated their experience of role reversal and the process of reaiizing
what was required from them as caregivers. Furthemore, sons described the process of
adjustment their parents experienced and the confiict presented by them and their parents
wanting control.
While adult sons progressed through similar stages, leading to the actual provision
of care, similar types of care provided to older parents were dso evident Adult sons'
social support consisted of help with LADL/ADL tasks, companionship, and ernotional
support. Two distinct categories of adult son caregivers were evident The factor that
distinguished between 'do some' and 'do al1' categories of adult son caregivers was
helping with A D L tasks for their older parents. When adult sons described their approach

to providing help with their parents' ADL tasks, specific issues emerged (i-e.,familiarity,
women's ways of knowing, women as numirers, and traditional socialization practices).
These issues would seem to be unique to adult son caregivers in how they viewed filial
responsibility- That is, no evidence of these issues could be found in the literature
investigating adult daughters' approaches to their role in providing help with ADL tasks

for their older parents (e-g., Abel, 1986, 1989; Aronson, 1990, 1992a, 1992b; Brody et
al., 1989; Hoopan, 1990; Lewis and Meridith, 1988; Troll, 1987; Walker et al., 1989).
This may be a b c t i o n of the differences in how sons view their filial responsibility
compared to how addt daughters view their filial responsibility. This difference in views,
in tum, highlights the need for a comparative analysis between sons and daughten to
understand why these differences occur.
Whether or not sons were involved in helping with ADL tasks for their older
parents, consistent patterns of how adult sons described their provision of care for their
older parents were evident Al1 sons were providen of care (N1 the gap care, constant
contact care, and COl laborator care) that defined their physical and emotional dimensions

of specific social support tasks for their older parents. As well, d l sons described their
care as behind-the-scenes (advocacy care, planned care, and supervision m e ) that
defined the organizational dimensions of their caregiving involvement.
Three main sources of adult sons' filial responsibility attitudes were found to
explain their caregïving involvement. First, sons felt adult children should reciprocate the
care parents gave them as children; second, sons felt d u i t children have an emotional
bond with their parents so caring is natural; an4 third, sons felt that it is an adult child's
obligation to provide, or at least arrange for, the care of hidher older parents. These three
attitudes of filial responsibility overlapped because sons' explanations of why they cared

for their parents included components of eack Sons also indicated that they could not be
classified as traditional males because of their active involvement in their parents' care as
well as their involvement in other responsibilities deerned 'women's work' (e-g., child
care, emotional support, household chores, etc.).

From adult sons detining what care they provided, how they provideci if and why
they provided it ernerged a more detailed representation of the processes, patterns, and
issues surrounding their active involvement in parent a r e than has been reported
previously in the Iiterature.
Theoretical implications
According to Bengtson et al. (1997), the majority of articles (72%) published

between 1990 and 1994 in eight major journals addressing the sociology of aging made
no mention of any theoretical tradition Ui the literature relevant to their anpirical
hdings. If, as Bengtson et al. (19995) argue, the principal focus of theory is to
"[plrovide a set of lenses through which we can view and make sense of what we observe

in research," little effort in this regard is evident in the Iiterature.
When researchen make explicit mention of the theoretical fmmework they are
using to guide their research, it is usuaily in quantitative studies which incorporate the
normative perspective (e.g., Abel, 1989; Cicirelli, 1989; Lee et al., 1993; Stoller, 1990;
Wolfson et al., 1993). The normative perspective consists of two main tenets: first, the
caregiving practices of adult children are usualiy a result of societal noms d e t e d n g
individual behaviour, and second, the sociological explation of this issue is essentially
deductive in form and based on structural functionalism (Marshall, 1996). An example of
the nonnative perspective to explain family care of older parents would be cultural

consemus.
Cultural consensus. This perspective posits that adult children's interpretations

of their caregiving patterns share similar rnezinings (Albert, 1990). Adult children who
view caregiving as an exchange of seMces will show relatively low identity with an

older parent compared to those who assert that their care derives fiom some kuid of
bodily connection. Combining these dimensions, two likely combinations are generated
in how adult children view their parents' dependency and the relation these views have to
their caregiving responsibilities.
In this study, the cultural consensus framework is unable to contribute an

adequate explanafion surrounding the caregiving involvement of adult son caregiven.
Most sons did report high intimacy with their older parents and viewed caring for their
parents as being part of themselves (i-e., emotional bond, role reversal). However, sons
also viewed thei parents' conditions as ilinesses (i-e., sudden or gradual deterioration)
and also viewed the care they provided to their parents as an exchange of services (Le.,

repayment of a debt, providing care regardess of relationship). The cultural consensus
fiamework was far too simplistic to explain the complexity of the data collected fiom
these adult sons. The multi-dimensional nature of adult sons' approach to caring for their
older parents points out the deterministic views of the theoretical construct of cultural
consensus. Regardless of how adult sons identified with their parents (i-e., low or high
intimacy), the care they provided to their older parents was viewed as being part of
oneself and as an exchange of services. Albert's (1990) proposed construct has
demonstrated the importance of combining qualitative and quantitative methods of

inqm. Had Albert (1990) inwrporated a qualitative component, he rnay have found
more overlap between the different cells. As well, this fkmework is restricted to only
addressing caregiving attitudes, ieaving actual caregiving behaviours unexplored.
Understanding how adult sons attach meanïng to the care they provide to their
older parents requires the inclusion of their situational and contextual factors to augment

how they identi& with their older parents- Furthemore, this M e w o r k of cultural
consensus cannot distinguish between the experiences of male and femaie caregivers.
When Albert (1990) conceptualized famïlial caregiving to an older parent as an example

of a highly organized subsystem of shared knowledge, it was not clear that this shared
knowledge of cultural consensus was the same for both genders. Researchers need to

compare gender specifics to determine whether addt sons and addt daughters view
responsibility to care and parental dependency in similar ways. This limitation of cultural
consensus M e r highlights the need for a comparative analysis between adult sons and

addt daughters in how they approach their caregiving responsibilities.

In contrast to the normative perspective of cultural consensus, the interpretive
perspective argues that people constnict and make use of noms, but do not automatically
adhere to them (Marshall, 1996). An example of an interpretive perspective to explain
male caregiving is the notion of feminization.
Feminizatioa The feminizatioo perspective suggests that there are significant
psychological and emotional changes in men as they get older that have an impact on
how caregiving is carried out. Tt is argued that the process of femiaization enables men to
reclairn and enjoy the full range of masculine and feminine self-dimensions, and to
recapture the gender bimodality suppressed in their earlier years in order to fulfill
society's expectations that they concentrate on providuig financiaily for young families
(Gutmann, 1987). According to this hypthesis, with the approach of middle age, the

time of life at which they are most likely to assume caregiving responsibilities, men may
tend to be less concemed about maintahhg the appearance of masculinity and more
accepting of numinng feelings in themselves (Solomon, 1982).

Findings fiom the present study do not conclusively support the main premises of
this theoretical framework. Namely, aduit sons indicated that they believed that
socialization pradces and attitudes were changing and that there were fewer differences
between male and female caregivers. Addt sons acknowledged the importance of being a

caring and compassionate individual for their older parents. These factors of caring and
compassion were said to influence their involvement in their parents' m e , which, in turn,
led sons to believe that they could be classified as non-traditional males. Adult sons'
speculations of changhg ways in how males approached caregivùig and their attitude of
the importance of being a caring and cornpassionate individual would seem to be
confimed by the fact that al1 sons were engaged in emotional types of care for their older
parents. As well, just under half of the sons provided help with ADL tasks for their
parents, while just over half Uidicaîed that they would also provide help with ADL tasks
if necessary. However, it was aiso not clear whether there was indeed a change in how
adult sons approached the personal nature of parent care because they also indicated
specific factors (ie., familiarity, women's ways of laiowing, women as nurturers, and
traditional sociliazation practices) to explain why they found it difficdt to involve
themselves in nurturant and personal types of care for their older parents. Therefore, this
framework of feminization cannot fully explain al1 the components necessary to
understand how adult sons approach the nurtunng and personal care of older parents.
Despite its limitations, this h e w o r k does provide a useful avenue for inquby. This
avenue for inquiry would include future research investigating the process of change
adult sons may be going through in providing personal care for older parents in order to

understand, more explicitly, the barriers they may face in providing personal care to older

parents. This could be done through a longitudinal shidy that would be able to track these
changes overtime. The finduigs codd then be compared to the principles of the
feminization perspective.
The normative perspective of cultural consensus and the interpretive perspective
of feminization, used individually, did not provide an adequate explanarion of the specific

patterns, processes, and issues uivolved in the adult sons' participation in their parents'
care. Nevertheless, used together, these fiameworks contributed a piece to the complex

punle of furthering the understanding of adult sons' parent care. As well, each of these
frameworks were helpful in determining how £ h u e research should be designed in order
to understand the complexity and diversity of family caregiving for older parents. Taking
the lead fiom Marshall's (1996) taxonomy, where he notes the necessity of interfacing

micro/macro and normative/interpretive Ievels of analyses, the present study has shown
that developing theories on parent care requires researchers to attend to the normative
principles of reacting to, and taking on, specific caregiving roles, and to examine
caregivers as actors interpreting their situations and creating their own parent care roles.
Practicaî implications

Three practicai implications were evident when exploring the active participation
of 25 adult sons caring for their older parents. The first implication is the need for
professional care services to infom families with respect to service eligibility and the
processes involved in applying for different types of service. Many sons expressed a lack
of knowledge of services available for parent are. As well, many sons reported a

bureaucratie nightmare in trying to access these services. Therefore, professional
agencies need to promote awareness of the services they have. They need to lay out, in

clear tenns, the criteria families must meet to be eligible, and they must sirnpli@ the
process of applying for these services.

The second practical hplication is the need for community agencies to
comrnlmicate more effectively how Gare for older parents is to be shared between
themselves and adult son caregivers. Many sons felt professional agencies were not clear

with respect to their responsibilities of how certain types of Gare were to be provided
This lack of clarity on the part of professional agencies somethes caused stressfiil

situations and conflict for addt sons in how care for their older parents was to be shared.

Mmy sons felt an educational pamphlet was needed to detail a step by step chart of the
responsibilities professional agencies had in providing assistance for their older parents.
Professional agencies need to explicitly rnap out what they are required to do for older
clients and communicate this in clear terms to family member caregivers
The third practical implication of addt sons' active participation in their parents'
care is the indication from adult sons of the importance of planning ahead for certain
inevitabiiities. Adult sons reported the necessity of haWig their parent draw up a living
will while the parent was still cognitively able to do so. This living will would include the
wishes of the older parent regarding how things were to be done for them in the event
they were unable to decide for themselves. Sons expressed how having this living will for
their older parent ha4 or would have, made the process of making decisions for their
older parents much easier and less stressful. Moreover, sons described the importance of

getting things in order ahead of time to ease the amount of hardship that would corne as a
result of an older parent becoming more dependent. For example, sons reported that

arranging power of attorney for their older parents simplified many aspects including

taking care of financial matters. The importance of planning ahead for the inevitabilities
of parent care suggests the need for support groups, professional agencies, family
lawyers, and others to continue to educate fimilies in the preparation of what is necessary
to prepare for increased dependence.
This research has contributed to increasing the visibility of aduit sons' caregiving

involvement Understanding more clearly how aduit sons approach their parent care
responsibilities will become hcreasingly relevant if the predicted changes in the family
structure result in more men being involved in the care of their older parents. As
population aging continues to increase and the structure of the family changes, more sons
may be taking the lead role in caring for their older parents and seMces to ai4 support,
and encourage this care need to be developed
However, as a result of exclusively focusing on adult sons' perceptions of their
parents' care, the present study was limited to providing only one piece of the many
pieces involved in the complex puzzle depicting family members' perceptions of care
provided to older parents. As such, there were significant limitations to this study in
fuithering the understanding of family caregiving for older parents.
Limitations of study

This study was limited in three specific ways. The first limitation is the scope of
analysis. Addt sons' perspectives on the caregiving situation may be different than the
perspectives of others shultaneously involved in their parents' care. As Gubnum (1993)
explaineci, when taking the perspective of one person to give voice to others involved in
the same situation, this voice does not belong to these individuals but it is assigned to
them. In families with more than one adult child, the participants' perceptions may not

reflect those of their siblings. Furthemore, since the parents were not interviewe4
making the assumption that these parents' needs were being met adequately by these sons

may be doundeci As well, the actions of formal s e ~ c e were
s
only described from the
perspective of adult sons and not the professionals themselves. Townsend and Podshuck
(1986) indicated that the potential for exploring ciiffierences in caregiving experiences is

often undermined when only one perspective is reported and is used as a substitute for
misskg information fiom others who are involved in the caregiving process. Therefore, a
multi-Ievel data collection process reporting the perspectives fiom everyone involved
would provide fùrther insights into the processes and patterns of parent care thmughout

the carïng sequence. Having only one perspective to describe the multitude of people
involved reuiforces the importance of examiring broder social networks when
examuiing the cornplex web ofcaregiving relationships.

The second significant limitation to this study was its non-reprentativeness of the
population of adult son caregivers. It is impossible to generalize fkom this s m d , selfselected sample of adult son caregivers to al1 adult son caregivers. There is the strong
possibility that, due to the small sample size (n=25) and the self-selection procedure,
certain groups of adult son caregiven were not represented. As a result, generalùability
s
25 middle-clas sons
of these findings is limited. Data here are based on i n t e ~ e w with
who have accepteci the responsibility for caring for an older parent. This may represent a
unique group of sons different kom sons with different socic~conomicstatuses and with
different interpretations of responsîbilities for parent care. Furthermore, with the sample

being d l Caucasîan, 1was unable to examine any culturai or racial or ethnic variability in
parent care. Therefore, there is a need to include a more complete representation of adult

son caregiven and to examuie the cIass, racial, cultural, and ethnic diversities that may
influence how and why care is provided.
Thirdly, the present study used a cross-sectional design to examine the dynamic
processes and patterns of caregiving. As a preliminary investigation, it did not conduct
repeated i n t e ~ e w to
s veri@ the respondents' perceptions. Moreover, a srnaIl nurnber of
,
could affect
sons' (n=4) parents had died within two years pnor to the i n t e ~ e w swhich
these sons' recall of details about their caregiving experiences. As Miller (1989) pointed
out, caregiving is a process occurring over t h e , and cross-sectional studies tend to
confound masures of caregiving stress, satisfaction, situation, and outcome variables.
According to Birkel and Jones (1989), the achial processes involved in caregiving cannot

be described well within cross-sectional studies.
Conclusion

The present study has contrïbuted to the body of knowiedge on parent care in
Canada, Most of the limited work done on addt sons' participation in parent care has
been done in the United States and Great Britain. Focuçing only on adult son caregivers
allowed for more in-depth exploration of issues unique to adult sons' caregiving
expenences. More specifically, the value of this research cornes fiom providing a detailed
explanation of how a self-selected sample of Canadian adult son caregivers interpreted
their caregiving involvement. This information is desperately needed as more families
wili be fxed with taking care of older parents for longer periods of tune. Current

research has for the most part focused on adult daughters providing care. Given the
increased demands, it is evident that more adult sons will need to share this responsibility
or take over the role completely. This study has provided a point of view, namely that of

adult son caregivers, that has been neglected in curent parent care research. Further, the
results of this study provide directions for M e r research. Research of this type brings
attention to this often-ignored group of caregivers, and thus can serve as an important
cataiyst for M e r indepth exploraton of why addt sons do what they do for their
parents.
It has been shown that the active participation of adult sons in their parents' care
is mufti-dimensional in nature and highly cornplex This complexity of parent care is
evident in thaî no one theoretical hsunework is able to adequately explain all that is
involved when it cornes to providing care. The complexities of the resuits of this study
have underscoreci the Iack of theoretical explanation and development in the field It
remains to continue to build an eclectic foundation of interpretive and normative
perspectives to explain family care participation of older parents.
Information generated f?om the study highlighted certain conditions or factors that
influenced how and why adult sons were involved in their parents' care. These conditions
and factors must be taken into consideration if programs and policies surrounding older

adult care are to be effkctive and relevant for dl family members. Therefore, building a
sound theoretical foundation on parent care becomes even more vital because, as
Bengtson et al. (WB:12- 13) stated:
Without theoretical underpuinings, we camot explain why some programs
flowish and others flounder. The relationship between social support and
well-being among older adults is a telling example of the crucial link
between theory and application in gerontology.
Attention to the caregiving processes, patterns, and amhides of adult sons

becomes more significant as families experience the effects of popdation aging,
Iongevity and changes within the family structure. Most of the parent care literature has

focused on uncovering the caregiving experiences of adult daughter caregiven, while
documenting only what types of care addt sons provide. Therefore, little infionnation has

been reported about the caregiving experiences of adult son caregivers and, in particular,
Canadian addt son caregiven. This study explored the attitudes and behaviours of aduit
son caregivers using a qualitative approach. Developing this understanding of adult sons'

involvement in parent care can provide fiiture researchers and EuniIies with important
information to consider as the predicted increase in parent care responsibilities becomes

real rather than anticipated.
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APPENDIX A:

Research Letter
Advertisement

Study Information Sheet

I am writing to request the assistance of your organization in recmiting
participants for a study of adult son caregivers which I am conducting to complete my
Master of Arts Degree in Sociology at the University of Manitoba The title of my
proposed study is "A Qualitative Study of Adult Sons Caring for their Parents." I am
investïgating why adult son caregivers participate in parent care the way they do. To
recruit participants for this study, I am çontacting your organization in the hope that there
may be adult sons in support groups to whom you can provide information about the
study (1 have enclosed a copy of an informational flyer and study information sheet). I
would also appreciate your recornrnending any other organizations or sources that you
think wodd be helpful.
I have attached a detailed summary report of the proposed study for your penisal and
welwrne you to comment on anything that you fed rnay be vital that has k e n previously
rnissed. 1will be contacthg you in a week to arrange a meeting with you at your convenience.
Ifyou have any questions, plesse Q not hesitate to caii me. Tbank you in advance and 1 look
forward to meeting with you.

Murray McKay
Graduate Student
University of Manitoba

WüI You Help?
Murray McKay, a graduate student at the University of Manitoba is conducting a study of
adult sons caring for their parents. I f you are a male living in the Winnipeg area, provide
help to an older parent and are willing to be interviewe& please contact Murray in
Winnipeg at xxx-xxxx

Study Information Sheet
The study that you have agreed to participate in is to fiilfil the requirements of a
Master of Arts degree in Sociology firom the University of Manitoba The information
gathered in this study will be used for Murray McKay's master's thesis and publications
derÏved fiom this study. Despite the growing importance of addressing the question of
who and how care will be provided to an increasing population of older parents in need,
there are clear indications that the active involvernent of men as caregivers for older
parents has not been given sufficient attention In addition, no studies in Canada have
reported sons' experiences of providing care for older adults in need. What I propose is to
explore is why men provide care to older parents in the way they do.

In conducting this research, 1 wiIl be i n t e ~ e w i n ga sample of men who have
been soIicited through organizations, informational posters, ancilor other male caregivers
to participate. You are volunteering to be interviewed about your involvement in the Gare
for older parents. The i n t e ~ e wwill consist of questions concerning your thoughts on
what, how, and why care is provided to your parents in relation to you and your parents'
specific circumstances. As well, some personal information will be asked of you and your
parents' such as age, marital status, type and level of care required by your parents, living
arrangements, family makeup, occupation, education, and leisure activities.
Confidentiality and anonymity will be assured to dl study participants. However,
confidentiality cannot be maintained in the event of disclosure of rnatters related to abuse
or violence against vulnerable persons such as children and,or older people. I am
obligated by law to report such occurrences. Interviews will Iast approximately 1-2 houn
and will be audiotaped with your prior consent. Any identifying characteristics will be
changed or omitted fiom any wn'tings derived fiom the research and the master List of
narnes and codes will be destroyed when the research is completed AI1 transcnbed
i n t e ~ e w and
s other data will be saved to computer disks and will be kept secured at al1
tirnes. You wilï bave the opportun@ to review the taped interview once transcription has
taken place. A sumrnary report of the study's findings will be made available to you if
you wish and will be mailed out to you once the study has been completed. You can
refuse to answer questions that cause discodort and can terminate the i n t e ~ e w
at any
time. Being involved in this research is completely up to you. You can decide to drop out
of the study at any time because you are under no obligation to participate.
n i e Department of Sociology Research Ethics Conmittee has approved this shidy
and any cornplaint regarding a procedure used in this study can be reported to the Head of
the Department of Sociology for referral to the Research Ethics Committee.

Your time, effort, and input in this study will be most valuabie and needed.

Interview Guide

To be reod at sturt of interview:
The study that you have agreed to participate in is for my Master's degree in
Sociology ftom the University of Manitoba My research project is entitled "A
Qualitative Study of Adult Sons Caring for their Parents." For the purposes of the
proposed research, the issue of caregiving will be put into the context of parents who
have some degree of physical, mental, andlor emotional need that limits her or his
independence and necessitates ongoing assistance. 1 am particularly interested in
understanding why you do what you do for yow parents. I would like to h o w what sort
of thi-ngs you thùik influence the way you give care to your parents.
Before we begigin our i n t e ~ e w
together, 1 want to make sure you understand:
(a) That you can stop the interview at any time;

(b) That the i n t e ~ e wwill be audio-taped and shouId take approximately an hour and a
haIf;
(c) That you can refuse to answer any question that you think is too persona1 or makes
you feel uncornfortable;
(d) That none of your answers are being judged right or wrong; I am only interested in
your experiences, your opinions and feedback conceming your involvement in the
care of your parent@);
(e) That your participation in this study will not affect any services provided to you or
your parent@);
(f) That any cornplaints you may have regarding this study can be reported to the Head
of the Sociology Department for referral to the Ethics Review Conmittee;
(g) That the information from this i n t e ~ e wwill be stored on a cornputer and any
hardcopy information will be stored in a locked filuig cabinet; and
(h) That al1 your answers will be kept strictly confidential; your name or any other
identi@ng features will not be use& anonymity is guaranteed

Do you have any questions that you would like to ask before we get started?
Participant name:
Participant Code:

Date of i n t e ~ e w(day/montb/year):
Time started
T h e finished
Place:

(24 hrclock)
(24 hr. clock)

1just want to start off by getting some personal information about you and your
QI.
parent(s)? How old are you, How old is your parent@), what is your marital status?, What
is your parent(s) marital staîus? What is your occupation? What was your parent(s)
occupation? Where would you place your level of income, under IO between 10 and 20,
2 1 to 30,3 1 to 40,4 1 to 50,50 and up? How about sources of income for your parent@)?
What type of forma1 education have you received? How many brothers and sisters do you
have? How many brothers and sisters does your rnother have? Where do they d l live?
Where do you live? Where does your parent(s) live? What sort of leisure activities do you
enjoy, what sort of leisure activities does your parent(s) enjoy? How would you describe
your health both emotionally and physicaily? How wouid describe your parent(s) health
both emotionalIy and physically?

1 would like know more about your parent(s) in recent yean. As time has passe&
Q2what sort of changes have you noticed? How did your parent@)' ne& develop? In other
words how did you anticipate your parent(s) needing help in living her/his 1ife?

Probe for: How did son anticipate parents needing assistance?
Level and types of care needed by parents.
Perceptions of what parents 'need' as opposed to what parents 'want.'
What do you think of when you hear the t e m 'elderly care'?
The amount, frequency, and tirne spent on carîng for parents (what is a
typical week for sons and their parents).
Significant experiences.
Social networks - sources of support (amount, frequency, and time), key
figures, changes over time.
As you think back over how you have corne to where you are now with your
parent(s), how has al1 of this felt to you? What has been the easiest thing you feel that
you do for your parent? The hardest? How as it d l felt to your parent(s), i-e. how does
your parent(s) feel about the assistance you provide to them?
Q3-

Probe for: Positive and negative feelings.
Situations where feelings are evoked/expressed/contained.
Reactions to feelingdcoping çtrategiedsupports used
Q-l. With how you have described your caregiving relationship with your parent(s), how
do you feel about how involved you are with the care of your parent(s)? (For example do
you wish you could do more, and if so, why? Or do you think you are doing enough, and
if so, why?) Do you consider yourself as a caregiver? Do you think there is a difference
between what you should do for your parent(s) and what you could do?

Probe for: Attitudes toward their specific involvement and any factors or
conditions impinging on their caregiving.

QL How do you feel about how others are involved in providing care to your parent(s)?
Do you wish they would do more, less, the same, and why?
Probe for: Relationship with other social support networks.

Q6 Do you see taking care of parents as a natural thing for children to do?
Probe for: Questioning or acceptance of perceived conventions.
Differences in roles between men and women caregiven? Why do you
think there are more fernale caregiven as opposed to male caregivers? The
way people are raised as children have a bearing on what is to be
expected? G d thing or bad thing? Relationship history, family practices
in caregiving. h y role models iduencing the way son participates in
parent care? How would they see their children taking care of them?

Pz

What do you feel has to take place if adequaîe care for your parent(s) is to be
maintained or improved? What is your opinion of the forma1 services available to you
and your parent(s)? Are they helpful? Why or why not? What needs to be changed? What
would make them more useful for your situation? Have you ever attended a support
group for caregivers why or why not? What sort of things would have been useful in your
situation in t e m s of peer support? Do you feel that the courts should play any role in
ensuring adequate care for older people? How has al1 of this felt to you as you see your
parent(s) the way they are now compared to the way they were when you were a child
and knowing that they are going to die? Do you feel this study is worthwhile?

Probe for: Questioning / acceptance

These are al1 the questions 1 have to ask y o u 1s there anything you would like to ask or
go over again? If you think of something more that you feel would be important to this
study, please feel free to contact me. Please feel free to pass on information about this
study to anyone you may feel would be interested in taking part or just knowing about itYour time, effort, and input have been most valuable and needed

Thank you

APPENDIX C
Consent Form
Participant Code:
I,

,v o l u n t ~ l yagree to participate in a çtudy

exploring why addt sons do what they do for their parents needing assistance. I have
been told that this study has been approved by the Faculty of Arts Ethical Review

Committee. 1have been informeci that my involvement consists of an in-penon interview
that is being conducted by Murray McKay, a graduate student h m the Department of
SocioIogy7 University of Manitoba, which will be audio-taped and transcribed. 1
understand that the purpose of recording the interview is to strengthen the research by
allowing an accurate record of what 1 Say.

1 understand that my participation is voluntary and I can refuse to answer any question
that 1 might be asked 1 have been assured of confidentiality and anonymity in

participating in this study. The information I share will be identified by code rather than
by name, and that the master list of names and codes as well as tapes wil1 be destroyed

when ail the research is completed. 1 have been assured that the names of individuals will
not be used in any reports of the study7sfindings.
I am aware that any wrnplaint that I may have can be reportexi to the Associate Dean
(Research), Faculty of Arts or the Head of the Sociology Department for referral to the

Ethical Review Committee.

Date:

Date:
Signature:

Signature:

